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VIII.— NO.

Jutland Qtw.

-

parktji.

OTTO

'

J.

Llverr*nl Sals sublet.

TJOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 andbarn on Market street. Everything firstclass.

VTTBBELINK, J.

DOESBURG,

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saagatuck,Oth
street, near Market.

In

Editor and Publisher.

Meat Market*.
Terms of Sabsoription:
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
TYOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
paid at six months.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly

Mich.

'

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
rilrstinsertion, and M cents for each subseQuent Insertion for any period nufler three

months.

350
1 Square ................
.................. 5 00
8 00
..............
10 00
>4 Column ................
................. 17 00
.................. 25 00

2 “
3 “

1 Y.

6 M.
5
8

10
17
25
40

...

X1 “
“

8 00
00
00 10 00
00 17 00
00 25 00
00 40 00
00 05 00

Clover eqed, fibn
Eggt.V dozen ..................

One can

15
10
00
v,
85
50

Honey, ^ tt) .......................
Hay, fi ton
12
Onlonf, fi bushel .................
Potatoes, fi buehel ............ ,... 80
Timothy Seed, fi bushel ........... tn 2
Wool,* lb ......................

<&

^

“
“
“

tion

which

“

“

IV

...

, Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white * bushel ........new

Manufactories,Milli, Shops, Etc.

©

shelled V bushel .............
TTEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof anflDealerln Corn,
buthel .....................
Cl Agricultural Implements: commission agent Oats,*
Buckwheat, * bushel ...............

for

©

Mowing Machines* cor. lOtnA River street.

PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

I

Proprietors

115

©

“

40
80
50
14 00
18 00
1 00
1 00
8 25
4 00

©

TV

“ “

1

“

Roads.

“

Y

@4
© 4*
©7
©Btf
© 8
© 5

©8
©
©

fi

H

Van Landegend'sBlock.

Chicago & West Michigan E. E.

• Blank Books.— Most complete line of
Blank-Books just received, at

Phrtlclini

Taken

Effect,

Sunday May 25, 1879.

at
Trains. Holland,
Rapids.
“
" “
“
p.m.

Leave

Arrive

Grand

11.55 a.
J 10.00

Muskegon, Pentwater

&

“ ““&

10.30

$ 10.05 p.

New

m.

3.30

p.m.

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p.m.
*

0.10 “

F. S., City Physician and Surgeon ;
office at residence, on Eighth street,near
Chi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.

Xj

Chicago. |
f

1.30 a.m. 12.00 “
5.15
* 10.45 a.m.
3.25 p. m. $ 10.15 p. m.
5.55

“

Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Daily except Saturday.
I Mondays only.
All other trainsdally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
ime which Is 20 mluutes later than Columbus
time.
•
t

Holland,

Michigan.

O

A., Physician and Surgeon;
officeat the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth

If you don’t believe that styles change
in the apparel for our feet as well as for
Vf ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon; the rest of the body, then step into the
iYl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store, at No. 28
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 A.
20-ly.
Canal Street, Grand Rapids, and they will
I) EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon. Zeeland, show you the difference. Their last arri13 Mich. Officeat Dc Kruif's drug-store.
vals are simply magnificent.Just call in
28-1 y. ,
there, and examine the stock. 87-8w.

m.

Phstspapher.

pjIGQINS,

B. P. the le^ing Photographer, Gal-

Qotflg
p. in.

12
11
8 23 11
7 57 11
7 30 10
7 12 10
9
0 25
E. C.

20
47
42
12
44
25
35

STATIONS.

No.
p.

Muskegon,
Ferrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Plgoon,
Hollaml,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

2
2
2
8
3
4
5

LOWEST

npK ROLLER,

X

No. 1,
m. a. m.
8.

G. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watcbee aad Jewelry.

0 15

6 53
7 22
7 42
8 35

RUGS, CARPETS,

TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

_ _

on).

TJOWARD,M. D.,

Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Rlverstreet.
Attorney and Counselor at

ivA Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No.

11

River street.

TJARKS, W.

H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and r.lghthstreets.

K,

.

_

*

Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Nov.

Baathg ani Ixohasgi.

VA** PGTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col*
Y lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth
’ g_*jy

street.
Barber*.

T\E GROOT,

L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
shampoonlng,hair-dyeing,etc., done at reasonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

XJ

14-ly

Conaleiloa Merchant.

T>KACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants,-and

X)

dealers in Grain, Floarand Produce. High*
est market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth A »lsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Bintiet.

7

EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.

VX

Brngi and Msdlclnee.

TVOESBURG, J. O., Dealer in Drags and Medi*
cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phy*
slclan’s prescriptionscarefully put op : Eighth st.

U

Drug Store. Fine Drags, MedA.VX Icines.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andPernmerlee. Rlrer street.
R.,

XT AX PUTTBN, Wsi., Dealer in Drags, Medi-

Jf

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bibo’s Family Medicines; Eighth St.

"IITALSH HEBBK, DruggistA Pharmacist; a

Y

fall

stock of goods appertaining to the bos-

.ness.
furniture.

VfBYIB,

taken In exchange, and

re-

paired.

NEEDLES, OIL, ATTACHMENTSand PARTS
for all Serving Machines.

H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of FariYl nitnre,Curtains Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Pictnre Frames, etc.: River street.

Also, a Complete Stock of

now In

402.

possession of Mr.

this ,«pariiculnrplan, desire

colonization.Certainly not for the Purpose of selling a small portion of (heir
real estate, at two collars per acre. The
timber alone on it is worth much more.
Besides they are very wealthy, and could,
from a speculative point ol view, heller afford to leave it to their heirs. No, the desire is to make this land productive, because the products therefrom are iu the

necessaryfor the success of the

first place necessary to material prosperity,
tna- as they call industry and means of transterial and spiritualdevelopment in the fu- portation into existence,make commerce
necessary, and furnish, cither directly or
ture. The Holland colonization scheme is
indirectly,a living to thousands of people.
a subject which at present engages the atI might yet answer the question;are
tention of everybody there, and for which there any advantages through which this
public opinion is very fayorable. The colony recommenosItself above others, in
iron is now hot and must be struck, so more northern and western statea. But,
that no cooling take place, through which after all that has been stated, I think it
such a good plan, that can serve us well to safe to leave the answer thereof to the rethe advantageof North Carolina, as to the flection of my readers. Only wishing to
happiness of many thousands of Holland- direct the attention to the fuel that in ense
ers, might be suppressed in the very bethis colbny succeeds (of which I have not
ginning. Besides, this whole movement the least doubt, in view of the great intersuits exactly the policy of Governor Jar- est manifestedby so many) a most favorvis. 1 may not expatiate upon that. I able opportunitywould be offeredfor emican only answer my readers that the Hol- grants from the Netherlandsto settle themlanders will find in him a strong support- selves at much less expense, with a shorter
er. Being himself from this portion of and less fatiguing Journey, and with betNorth Carolina, he fully understands the ter chance for good health than now exgreat importance of this enterprise.If ists, or ever did. The Holland steamers
during his administration and through his can land at Morehead City, without going
strong support, the foundation could be far from their course, ns also the English
laid for a general colonization of the land
steamers bound for Baltimore, and I flutter
situated between Morehead City and Newmyself that satisfactoryairangcments
berne it would be a blessing for the entire
could be made with any ot these ateamState of North Carolina and make Gover- boat companiesin ease a large party of
nor Jarvis’ policy a decided success.
emigrants should combine. In that case
1 hope that my readers will take cognizone would be almost home ou leaving the
ance, without prejudice, of the result of
steamer. The railroad transportation on
my investigation in regard to the relation this line is free to emigrants, and the disthat exists between the political parties in tance from the sea to Havelock station onCraven County. I wish to have it clearly ly one hour. In a very short time one
understood that I only speak ol Craven would arrive thus at his future home,
County, and that 1 am not in a position to which can be occupied for an entire year
express an opinion about the so-called free of charge. All the great expenses
“South.” Considering that North Caro- and fatiguesconnected with a Journey from
lina alone, is nearly three times larger than New York to any of the Western States
the eniiro Kingdom of the Netherlands, are avoided, and for the money saved in
and that the South, 1 think, is comprised Hint way, quite a few acres of land can bo
of eleven States, it must be admitted, that bought. The prospect for health is better,
only a fool cau consider himself capable, because the change of climate is less
aUer an investigation of a few days, of ex- marked. Neither the severe and long winpressing an opinion about the politics of ters, pqr the scorching hot summers of the
the entire South. Craven County, with a WesUre met with in North Carolina.The
population of 20,000 inhabitants,of which proximityof the ocean and the existence
the majority are colored, Is Republican. of a muititudo of streams and lakes arc
Since the war all the elections have rc* causes that make the climate so much simisuited In favor of the Republican party, lar to that of the Netherlands. The temexcept the last one, when a defeat was suf- perature in NorthUarolina is milder, stead
fered, which, according to their admis- ter and more pleasant than In Holland,
sions, was due to their own fault. The while here in the West the reverse is exparty was divided, and not agreeingon perienced.
the selection of candidates, two Republi- ’ And so I have approached the end of
can ticketswere in the flejd. They were my tusk. I am aware that my description
beaten by the Democrats, as might be ex- is incomplete in many respects,because
pected under the circumstances. Persecu- the subject is sufficientlylarge to allow of
tion, bulldozing, bad treatment or dishon- an entire pamphlet. I hope and trust.that
est practices at the polls, are unknown. one will be issued next year, which will
Only one case, deservingof disapproval, treat this subject more ns it ought to be.
had occurred in all these years. The In the mean while 1 am willing to furnish
house of a colored man, who had voted all further information, at my command,
the democraticticket at a certain election, either by correspondence,if it Is of a priwas attacked by persons of his own race, vate character, or through one of the esand the windows demolished. I believe teemed Holland papers, If it has a more
that this too whs the only known case that general scope. My address is No. 100 Rice
a colored man voted the democratic ticket. street, Chicago,Hi. If in consequence of
I know that all this must sound strange, my report any articles might appear in
as it differs so very much from the general hny of the newspapers, I would politely
opinion prevailing in the Norlh in regnrd request the contributor to send me a copy.
to the South. Still I cannot write other1 can assure my.readersthat as a matter
wise. Everything has been done to ferret of conscienceI have earnestly tried to be
out the truth. Not only democrats have impartial and unprejudiced, and to write
been questionedin regard to this, but also only that which I .consideredto be the
many republicansof our own race, and plain truth. Personalinterest I have none
besides a number of colored people at dif- in this matter. My only motive has been
ferent places. All the answers obtained to be useful (0 my countrymen.If I have
were surprisingly unanimous. We have erred in some respects, even then I hope
visitedall the public officers and some of that my good faith will not be questiohed.
them repeatedly, those appointed by the And I now repeat what I said in the begovernment, as well as those elected by ginning: I hope that no one will settle in
the people. They were all republicans, Craven County in consequence of my faits

o’clock, sharp.

82-8mo.

OTTE.

OTTE &

at

CO.

FINE CIGARS
&

W.

Hats, Caps, Furs

/"I

Y

01 all kinds and prices.

MACHINES

is

establishment of everything

McLean, for

NO.

some natives Irom North Caiolina and vorable report. What I ao however wish
others from the North. Their social rela- and urgently advise is this; Investigate
COFFINS, CASKETS,
Otto Brbyman,W. M.
tion to the democrats was of the most and see for yourself, or send deputations
W. H. Joslin, Sec'v.
SHROUDS and
pleasant characler. We also had a conver- whom you know, and in whom you consation with Judge Wm. J. Clarke, at New- fide, always considering the subject of
TRIMMINGS berne, who has always been a warm
special Notices.
great importance.
Always on hand.
champion for the Republican cause; and
I do not wish to appear ns a prophet,
We are also Agents for the CelebratedANTI- with his son, the Hon. Wm. E. Clarke, atyet I venture to predict that the situation
SEPTIC
FLUID
for preservFine lot of Embossed Scrapbooks,and
torney and member of the Legislature, in Europe, called into existencethrough
ing the Dead.
Pictures,
L. T. KANTEB8.
from’ there, elected by b republicanma- the fallingoff of prices of farm products,
fST’Pleasecome and give ns a call.
jority of 1800. Finally we visited the is such that a general emigration to AmeriH. MEYER A CO.
A Complete assortment of SpectaclesI
sheriff, who is a Republicanfrom the ca may be expected. The Netherlands
to suit the diderent qualities and ages of P.
H. VAN DER WEYDEN. North, and who has now held the office will furnish their share of emigrants, and
sight, just received, at
for ten successive years, and is respected aided by this, I hope to see this colony in
J. O. Boesburg’s Drug Stork.
and appreciated by both parties. They all North Carolina grow rapidly to a populaP.
declared, with the utmost of seriousness tion of some thousands of Hollanders, and
Manufacturersand Jobbersof
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy
and stress, that there exists perfect politi- have it brought into direct communication
just received
L. T. KANTER8.
cal freedom in Craven County.
with the Netherlands,through a line of
The social condition I may treat venr steamers. I will venture an other predicBucklin’s Arnica Salve,
briefly. In the Jail we found oil the cells tion. There hangs over the Netherlandsa
empty, which were intendedfor criminals. small but threatening cloud, now possibly
24 South Division Street,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
There were all told only five or six prison* not larger than a man’s band. Bat they
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. era. They had been guilty of disorderly who read the signs of the times, will not
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all
condnct, and were all locked up In one undervalue It, knowing that the time is
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
large room. The relation between em near, yes, probablythe first to be expected
ffuarranteed to give perfect satisfactionin
A.
Giles
Go.
ployers and employees was not unfavor- move on the chess board of high politics,
every case or money refunded. Price 25
DSALSRS IN
able. We learned of some colored people that this little cloud will buret into a dreadCents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
who had bought from 100 to 1200 acres of ful thunderstormover our dear old fatherHolland,Michigan.
land on credit,and to whom everything land, to swallow it forever. FortunateIn2C, at

at

VfBBNGS, D.

Descriptions.

A

Attorneys.

Hotel.

all

SEWING MACHINES

F. & A.

A

^

CURTAINS,
Of

&

YfC BRIDE, P. H.,

I

SPRINGBEDS,
WALL-PAPER,

9J and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
Leavenworth.Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,

pitted

Received

OIL CLOTHS,

17

50
54
22
55
13
00

I

Stock Complete! Quality Unexcelled!

Holland. Mich.
I. 0. Of 0* F.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndopnndentOrder
R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plaiuwell, Kalamaof Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
xoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland. Ac., Ac.
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
OLD
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlally invited.
• M. Habhinoton, N. G.
Jlirect
Will H. Ropers, R. 8.

XX

WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE

New Goods Just

Tobacco aad Cigars.

Ooiag South.

No. 2.
a. m.

PRICES

V

Effect,Monday, June Ti, 1879.

North.

4.

FURNITURE!

Sadilere.

Manufacturerof anddealenn
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

Grand Haven Sail Bead.

Autographs,

RANTERS’ BOOK STORE.

%

Y7AUPELL, II.,

No.

Fancy Goods, Albums,

QCHOUTEN, R.

1

Taken

RANTERS’ BOOK STORE.

Wallets, Stereoscopesand Views, PocketBooks, Specie-Books,Dolls, Doll Heads,
\fC CULLOCU THOS., Physician, Surgeon and Building Blocks and Toys for Children,
Accoucheur.Office, Vau Putteu's Drugstore, of every description, at

Street.

Buffalo

“ “
“
“
“ “ #

_

T EDEBOER,

Holland.

I 1.40 a. m.
} 5.20 "

in.

“
m.

Big Rapids. *10.25 a.

A SH, U. L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accouchear. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

xV

and

colony, and of all that can lend to

beach, dry ............v.... ... 200
‘* green .................... 1 70
IlUTKAU A VAN ZOBREN, New Meat Market, near corner Eighth and Fish Street.All Hemlock Bark ......................
@4 00
Staves, pork, white oak, .............
(U,10 00
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Staves, Tierce,
.............
12 00
@ 2 50
IT'UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and Heading bolts, softwood ...........
Headingbolts,hardwood ................... 2 75
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Stave bolts, softwood ....................
... 2 50
\7AN DER HAAR, II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Stave bolts,hardwood .....................8 00
12
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Railroad ties, ............................
Shingles, A fi m ........................ ..® 2 25
and twine; 8th street.

V

rest assured of the

tion, assistance and support in the forma-

Wood, Staves, Eto,
Cordwood, maple, dry ......... ..........
...$2 50
green ....... ....... ... 225

Bran, * ton ........................
Feed. * ton .........................
*100 lb ......................
changes.
of IHugger Mills; (Steam Suw and Flour Barley, * 100 lb ....................
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Middling,* 100 lb. » ..............
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Flonr, *100 lb ....................
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- VA7ILM8, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Pearl Barley, * 100 lb ............. 3 50
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorMeats, Eto.
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will donote 10th and River streets.
Beef, dressed per lb ......................
8
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigPork,
...................
4
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
NoUrv Public*
Lard ...............................
6
fcfT All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
8
OOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance Smoked Meat ............................
Ham .......................... 5
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; ColShoulders ......................
4
ectlons made In Holland and vicinity.
Tallow, per lb ...........................6
Turkeys,
...........................
\7AN 8CHBLVEN, G., Justiceof the Peace,
Notary Public. Conveyancer, etc. Office, Chickens, dressed per lb ................
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

pi

sympathy of
450 thostwu authority, also of their co-opera-

i

WHOLE
cr$ of the land,

Ill

40

..

One

3 M.

@
W
..................
^
^
....................&
|

Beant.fi bnahel ................... j oo
Butter, $ tt> .............
.........
12

13

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLT DONE.

.

- Produce, Etc.

Applet, f) bushel .................

OPPICE: VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.

1879.

NORTH CARL0INA.

Y7AN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flonr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

MU

•

1,

For the Holland City News.

General Dealeri.

PUBLISHED EVEHY SATURDAY AT

BOLUND CHlf,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

V

weeklyTewspapee,

a

HOLLAND,

An Astonishing Fact,
A large proportion of the American people are to-day dyina from the effects of
Dyspepsia or disoraered liver. The result
of these diseases upon the masses of Intel*
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as It ought to be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends,and
try oqp bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Tour speedy relief is ceitain. Bullions of
bottlesof this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues,with satisfactory
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi*
tivelv sold by all Druggists on the Western Continent.

necessary for cultivationhad been furniab- deed then for the libertyloving Hollanders, disinclined to submit to foreign opstances, the colored people were republi- pression, if their brother! on this n&t ot
cans and their creditors democrats. It Is the Ocean have preparedfor them a pleas$3P“ Goods warranted first class. Cash and one
not to be expected that every one would ant home, where they can find again the
price only.
be treated with the same amount of confi- same liberties of which the iron policy of
No. 27 Monboe Street,
dence. The majority live from band to centralizationwill have ao cruelly robbed
RAPIDS, MICH. mouth, without care or trouble. Yet, one them. Fortunatelythen for North Carocan observe a desire for development with lina that there Inst in time the desire bad
CALL AT THE
many of this race, and perhaps the day is awakened to call into exiatenceHolland
not far distant that they will more gener- colonization, which through the political
ally use their acquired libertyto good ad- revolutionsin Europe would 10 soon be
vantage. As has been remarked before, the centre and refuge for thousands of
Of
wages are very low, and clothing corres- citizens from the Netherlands, once ao free,
pondingly cheap, and I presume the entire now fleeing from oppression. And heremanner of living. They seem to be hap- with 1 bid farewell to my respected readNo. 121 Monroe St., Grand Rapids, py and contented,ana certainly strong ers, thanking them for their attention,and
Mich., if yon want Fine Cigara and Good and healthy. It would perhaps affect them to the honored editor I expresa my thanks
injuriously,if the advance of wages was for bis kindness in publishing these articles
Liquora.
very rapid.
in bis valuable paper.
It la a rendervousfor Hollanders.
And this is at the same time the answer

AID

BUFFALO

ed on time. In every one of these In*

ROBES.

87-47. GRAND

RESTAURANT
WM. GELOOK,

Fktkr Vau Vussikoen.

87-Smo.

to the question:

why do the

former

own-

Chicago, August 28d, 1879.

-

employe last week, giving as an excuse that Nova Bootir. The Oiptain,fonr seamen and a •f the General Government Col. Benet recSELECTED MISCELLANY.
ommends an appropriationof #4.000,<>00 to put
“bis heart was bad ” The Agent arrested him
boy were loat
-»
into effectany law that may be enactedJapon
for the crime, whereupon the tribe withdrew
He who spends all his life in sport is
It is sUted that Gen. Grant will
to the hills and forced him to release the murthis subject.
like one who wears nothing but fringes
derer by bombardingthe buildings. On re- make a tour of Bouth America and Mexico beand eats nothing bnt mucsb.— Richard
gaining his liberty the savage was presented fore settling down to quiet life, and will make
THE MEEKER FAMILY.
by the admiring warriorswith a wife and thirty
Fuller.
the journey after visiting New fork city and

, HOLLAND C^TY, MICHIGAN.

ponies. There are no troops near the reservaPhiladelphia.
tion, and an outbreak is feared.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

The Northwestern Transportation
Company’s steamer Amazon, from Mil-

The American Missionary Association
(Congregationaliste) has just held a three days’
session in Ohicago.

waukee, carrying twenty-eightpassengers

THE EAST.

The jnrj

•

in the case of Blair, the

Newark for the murder
Armstrong, hie coachman,returned a ver-

bank-teller, on trial at
of

dict of “Not

after a consultation last-

guilty''

ing ninety-six boors.
. .The* Montank«eoUon
miiu at 8ap Harbor, Long Island, were burned
last week. Loss, |20O,OOU.
The stock-spec tflation mania is nearly as wild in New York as it was in the days
.

.

precedingthe pania'

SNotg fell along the Atlantic coast, in
New York, New England and Canada on the
24th of October.

the west.

Duma

the past two months fifteen

of the best hotels in Ohicago entertained83,854

transientgneets, an average of 1.827 a day.
The largest business on any one day was transacted on the 8th of October, when at these
houses 2,930 strangerswere provided for.

The Uintah, Snake and Ute Indians
of Utah are on the war-path,
tlers have been murdered.
builder and the

.

.

and severalset-

.The architect,the

owner of the grand stand at

the Adrian (Mich.) fair grounds, the fall of
which killed and crippled so many people,are
held for trial on criminal indictments.

Gen. Grant arrived at Sacramento,
Oal, Oct 22, and was accorded an enthusiastic
reception. He was escorted from the depot to
the Capitol by a prooeeaion numbering 12,000
people, and spoke as follows: “Of all the

honor conferred, there has been nothing so
grateful to my heart as the receptions 1 have receivedat the hands of
the people here. I would not say what
hospitalitybestowed,all the

has been done abroad. It has been all that
conld be done for mortal, bnt it has not been
for me. It has been done for the people whom
I see before me— for the people of a great
oonntry tuat is recognizedabroad as one of the
greatestcountries of the world. If we all,
every one of ns, could see other countriesas I
have seen them, we would make better citizens,
or, at least,the average of onr citizens would
be better." In the evening Gen. and
Mrs. Grant held a receptionin the Capitol and
shook hands with 9,0U0 people. The city was
illuminated, and there were arches, fireworks,
calcium lights, and all that s^rt of thing. On
the 23d, the ex-Presidentattended a barbecue
and military review of the veteran soldiers and
sailors,ana dined with Senator Booth.

America will soon have one of the
and 875 tons of floor, and sundries,
struck on a sand-btr while entering the great CleopatraNeedles. The Governmentof
harbor of Grand Haven, Mich., on the Alexandriahas formallydelivered the monolith
morning of the 28th nit Bhe grounded to Commander Gorringe, of the United States

The

THE SOUTH

In

tanuted,

and

threaten'd ns;

..

.

.

1

*

ovideut that the state of siege in the disturbed districtsof Russia will bo maintained
for another year at least.
is

The

price of copper ore

in England

has advanced nearly #50 per ton in the last
five weeks.

.

.

.Heavy and long-continuedrains

Jamaica have caused fearful
Special Agent Adams, who was sent
members of the House, while in the Senate the floods, attended by vast destruction of
ont by Secretary Bchurz to meet the hostile Republicanshave 22 and the Democrats 15— a property and some loss of life ......
The London AVwaof Oct 24 contains a remarkaUtea, reports that he visitedthe camp of the majorityon joint ballot of 81.
bostiles between Graad and Gunnison rivers,
and that, after holdinga conferencewith them,

South Carolina Senators Wade

in the island of

ble article,which it says i« based on thoroughly trustworthy information. It states that it
has the best reasons for believing that early
next spring Rnssia will dispatchtwo thoroughly -equipped corps d’armee, undo* the control
of its most skillfuland experiencedofficers, to

the captive women and children were de- Hampton and Butler have come out iu favor
livered to him without conditions.The of ihe nomination of Bayard and McDonald as
captives were nuharmed, and had the Democratic candidates for President and
not been subjected to any insult or Vice Preeident.
Afghanistan
injury. The Indians desire peace, and claim
WASHINGTON.
to have been forced into the ontbreak. Gen.
During a debate in the Hungarian
Adams also reports that after leaving the hosIt
is stated Secretary Sherman, in Parliament,the other day, one of the Deputies
tile country he met Indian runners who report
ed their “ lookonn” had a fight, on the 2mh of his annual report to Congress,will recommend stated that there were 30,000 Hungarians starvOetober,with a hunting party from Merritt’s the passage of a bill authorizingtho issue of ing to death, and that the number of peonlo
the 4 per cents, in exchange for the o’s and 6’s
before the matority of tie latter.
At a conference the other day between the President
and Secretary Evarts, concernrg tho vacant
missionto England, it was determined to defer
the appointment until after the meeting of
Congress.
.

At

.

.

suffering for the necessariesof life was daily
increasing.... It is now said that tho alliance
between Germany and Austria is i ot in tho
nsual form of a written trerty signed by tho
Emperorsof the two countries,hut simply a

memorandum

bet wen Bismarck and Audrassy,
which was approved by their respectivesovo-

reigne.

a Cabinet meeting

last

week, the

Ute Indian troubles were discussed. Socreiary

Five men have been hanged at Cabnl

Bchurz and Gen. Sherman g*vn all the infor-

for complicityin the massacre of the British

mation in the possession of their departments. The discussion turned upon what steps
should be taken toward the Indians, and it was
decided that for tho present only precautionary measures should be adopted ____
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs last week

Embassy. They include Kotwul, head of the
city Mollahs, and two Generals,one of royal
blood. One of the Generals, it is charged,
dragged the head of Maj. Cavagnari from the

received a dispatch from Agent McGiilycuddy
Red Cloud Agency, saying: “Twenty SittingBull Indians just in with a pass from M«j.
Walsh (British oflicer at tho nearest post acrofs
the border). Many more will come when the
at

from
St Louis, four weeks ago, was fonnd on the Missouri freezes. Do you want them fedy”
To this Commissioner Hayt replied as
Indiana shore of Lake Michigan the other day.
follows: “The Secretary desires me to say
This clears up the mystery of the missing balballoon

We

and

at other times they were comparatively
has been broken i.p at 8’. Louis by the arrest father, the late Khedive, Ismail Pasha. His
leasant There was but one who seemed
Highness received me with groat courtesy, exof the chief operators.... A dispafc-h from
etermined to protect us. This was Susan,
pressed pleasure at the acceptanceof the gift,
Grayson, Ky.,rela’esthat 200 men rode into and authorized me to commence the work Johnson’s wife, who has shown herself, from
Martinsborg, Boott county, Ky., surrounded of removal at once. The machinery of removal the beginning to tke esd of tho troubles, a
the j*iL overpowered the jailer,took two pris- is underway and work about to begin.".... woman of fine feeling, and genuinely humane
oners— John W. Kendall and William McMUan The committee of the Beefsteak Clnb of Lon- and kind in her dispositionto her fellow—to a tree r ear by, and hanged them until don has vindicatedthe respectability of that creatures. I can never forget her or repay her
dead. The men banged were known to belong organizationby requesting the withdrawal of kindness to myself and daughter,and our entire family. She is a good woman. Yes, as to
to a gang of outlaws.
Edward Levy Lawson, of the Telegraph,and
the threats,” said she, being requested to proSimultaneously with the advent of Labouchere, of the Truth, who, in the late al- ceed, “we hardly expectedto see the faces of
tercations, wordy and muscular, have evinced
Jack Frost at Memphis, Yellow Jack makes his blackguardism of uncommou degree.... our friends in a civilized land; yet wo never
exit The dreadfulplague, which has raged all Cremstiou is neither ridiculednor regarded lost hope, yet at times were very despondent
indeed. o hoped, and yet we feared, at all
summer, placing a comnlete embargo upon with idle curiosity at Berlin, hat as a practice times."
trade, is over, and businessis reviving again.
to be encouraged on public sanitary grounds,
Tho entire story of tho captivity is of interand the Muuiapal Council -has recommended est When Gen. Adams approached, which
POLITICAL.
its generaladoption ..... The state of affairs in
was noticed by the Indians, they rushed the
A Washington dispatch says that Herzegovinais becoming serious. The Chris captives into a secure place in the brush, where
tians
refuse
to pay rent to the Turkish landho could not see or hear them. They wore se“Secretary Sherman has made known his purlords, and threaten to shoot them if they try to
pose to his friends not to be a candidate for the collect It is believedthat the ChtHtians are curely guarded while the conferencewhich was
held was in progress. Their camp was on a
United States Benate in Ohio as tho successor being supplied with mouey and arms from tributaryof the Grand river. Of course the
of Mr. Thurman. The interpretationput Montenegro.
arrival of Gen. Adams was hailed with joy, hut
upon this by them is that he does not care
long hours passed before they ‘knew
There is increased activityin the five
to compromise his candidacyfor the Presidency
whether he brought them deliveranceor he
with the State contest” ..... The official returns o? Englishiron trade, under the stimulus of large
would be compelled to go away and leave them
the Ohio election have been published. They
with their horrid captors. The council which
show that Foster’s pluralityfor Governor is orders from the United States. The wool mar- succeededGen. Adams’ arrival lasted five hours,
17,129. Stowart, the Proli bition candidate, ket is >lso looking no... .A largo number of and was marked by great vehemence on tho
received 4,145 votes, and Piatt, the National mill operativesand silk weavers sailed last
part of tho Indian orators who took part There
(Greenback) nominee, 9,129. The majority of week from England for tho United Stales.
were two parties— a peace and & war faction—
Others
will
follow.
.Three
of
the
crack
Foster over all is 3,855. The total vote for
and for a while war seemed bound to win the
English bicyclists and the French champion
Governor was 668,067.
day. In the pow-wow Susan, tho squaw, who
are on their wav to the United States.
.The
A Cincinnati correspondent says a hill for tho abolition of slavery in Cuba, to he is referred to above, took a leading part in tho
controversy,and she raised her voice for
partial canvass of tho members elect of the presentedto the Spanish Cortes, provides that
poace, and she did good work, busan, besides
slaves
aged
55
years
and
over
shall
become
Ohio Legislature has been made with reference
being Johnson’s wife, is a sister of the great
free immediately; those aged 50 in September.
to the choice for United States Senator to succhief, Ouray, whose counsel is still more
1880; those aged 45 in 1882; those aged
ceed Thurman. Of sixty Republican Senators
weighty among the Indians. She was supposed
and Representativesinterviewed,thirty-four 40 in 1884; those aged 35 in 1886; those aged to represent her brother m a measure. Her
30 in 1888, and all others in 1890. From 1880,
arc for Garfield. This is two-thirds of tho enwords were listened to with respect, and were
100.000 pesetas will be charged on the Cuban
tire number, and twelve less than a majority of
allowed to have their full weight Notwith-

gives the Republicans 69 and the Democrats 45

his

a

Wisdom

was presented to the city of New York,
An extensive gang of counterfeiters through the Department of State, by his

election.

companied Prof. John Wise in

between

man

that, last Friday,fifty-sixlodges of Minne- Eggleston,and others. The declination of Secconjou Sioux, under Chief Burnt Face, left the retary Sherman and Charles Foster to become
Cheyenne Agency and startedont on the war- candidates has greatly increased the probabilipath. The only depredationsthns far reported ties of Garfleld5i
is a profitless raid on a Black Hills wagon
The officialcanvass of the vote on
train. Two companies of the Eleventh infanGeneral
Assembly at the late Ohio election
try are In pursuit.

ac-

who disobeys the one is unhappy, bnt
he who disobeys the other is a fool.

.

is

The body of George Burr, who

Indians at the White River Agency, gives the

fail within a hundred feet of the pier and was navy, and it is expected that he will arrive in
following highly interesting narrative of their
placed completely at the mercy of the waves. this country with it at an early date.. .Nearly captivity and final release:
difference
riding
At last accountsshe was badly broken, bnt it #60,000,000 in specie has been imported into
The ladies look careworn and fatigned,as horse and riding a hobby consists in
was hoped she would l»e saved in a damaged this country from Enrope since the 1st of Jan- they naturally would after tho experience
this, that one can get off a horse at any
condition. The passengeis and craw were all uary last
through which they have passed daring the
can
resound end removed in the care of the lifepast twenty-fivedays, twenty-twoof which time, but once on a hobby, a
FOREIGN*
saving station.
ibey were captives among savage Indians, in a never get off.
j
a dispatch from Cairo, Egypt, wild country, and apparentlyont off from sucis better than riches. Wiscor. The ladies express themselves as most
The ninety-eighthanniversaryof the LieutenantCommander Gornnge says: “I have thankfulfor their early deliverance, which was dom guards thee, bnt thon must guard
aim jet more than they dared hope for. Baid thy riches. Riches diminish iu the usHnrrondur of Cornwallis was celebratedin a been presentedto his Highness the Khedive ps
Mra. Meeker, “I hardly knew what to expect. ing, but wisdom increases in tho use of
authorized
by
the State Departmentto receive
spirited manner, on the 23d of October,by the
At times the Indians almost ignored ns, and
and
remove
to
America
the
obelisk
of
Alexpeople of Yorktowu, Va., where the memorable
went forward with their councilswithoutre- it— Arabic proverb.
andria, known ns Cleopatra’sneedle, which
eveut transpired.
cur presence at all; again they
sometimes learn more from the

A dispatch from Yankton, D. T.,
budget for defrajingthe expenses of emancitho Republicancaucus. Tho others are divided
says: “ Information from the Indian oonntry between Sherman, Taft, Dennison, Matthews, pation ..... A St Petersburg dispatch says it

camp, brought about accidentally by the scoots
firing on an Indian, in which a scoot named
Home, Lieot Weir, and two other whites and
two Indians were killed.The Indians claim
they were posted at tin place to observe the
movements of the troops; that they did
not want to fight, and did not fight
until Home killed one of their number....
Gen. Morrow, with a force of 800 soldiers, is
is now in hot pursuit of the murderous band of
Indians who have been recentlycommitting
massacres and thefts in New Mexico. A band
of Sionx is also reportedto be on the war-path
m Dakota, and two companies of the United
States Eleventh InfantryHre now in pursuit of
them. Gen. Merritt’sforce in Coloradois
being reinforced,and, if not prevented by
heavy snow-storms,the probability is that the
murderers of Maj. Thornburghand Agent
Meeker will be hunted down shortly with vigor.

ThrillingStory of Their Captlvlty-IIow SuAs sins proceed they ever multiply,
san, the Ute Woman, Kflfoeted Their Relike -figuresin arithmetic; the last
ieaae— How the Captives Fared Dnrlng
stands for more than all that went beTheir Life Among the Savages.
fore it— Sir Thomas Browne.
A correspondent of the Denver Tribune,in
The anthorityof reason is more imohroniolingthe arrival at Los Pinos Agency df
perious then that of a master; for ho
the women and children captured by tho Ute

that the Sitting Bull Indiansretnrning must be
loonists.They no doubt met their fate in Lake
Michigan.It is a curious fact that the in- looked upon virtually as prisoners of war.
cidents of this St Louis balloon voyage They must surrender their arms and ponies.
should be so dose a repetition of the fate Tho idea must not he permitted to spread that
which overtookProf. W. H. Donaldson and the they can simply come hack and oe fed. Eve*y
one of them, if fed. must bo made to earn bis
reporter, Newton Grimwood, in the Chicago
rations by work for the Governmeut. Enforce
ascension four years ago. Now, as then, the
this policy strictly, and keep them well
balloon went into Lake Michigan at night, darwatched. ”
ing a storm, no definite tidings coming to light
until the body of the passengeraccompanying
GENERAL.
the professional aeronaut mutely confirms the
fears of all friends by app sarin co on the beach
About thirty gentleman, representof the lake. Should the Pathfinder and the
remains of Prof. Wise never be found, the re- ing different States, mot in New York city last
semblanoe between the two catastrophes would week, to disonss a proposition of forming a
ndeed be singular. *
national agricultural society. It is intended to
Over 2,000,000 hogs have been organize a society for the protection and
advancement of apiculture in America. The
alaughteredand packed In Chicago since the
plan is to model the society after one which
1st of March.
came to an end at the beginningof the last war,
Gen. Grant bade farewell to San and to adopt many of the excellent featuresof
Frandsoo and turned his face Eastward on the the Royal Agricultural Society of Err ’aid. ....
The latest exodus seems to be setting in, not
morning of Got 26. The evening previonahe
from the Sonth bat from New England and
was tendered a farewell banquet by the citizens the great West is the objectivepoint. No less
of Ban Francisco, and, in reply to a toast by the than 550 emigrants from Vermont and Maine
Mayor, responded as follows :
pissed through Montrealfor the West in one
“Gentlemen or San Fbancwco:The un- day of last week
bounded hospitality and cordiality I have reThe increase in the volume of bnsiceived since I first pnt my feet on the soil of
ess,
as indicated by the Clearing House roCalifornia has taken deep root in my heart It
was more than I oould have expected, and, while iras for the week ending Got 23 is unprec?it has entailed some little fatigue at times, I asented. The aggregate clearingsfor the week
nre you I have only been graloful for it I cached the enormous sum of 11,068,000,000,
have previously been in California, and on the
eing more than #300,000,000over the oorrePacific coa-t, but have been away a quarterof a. ponding week of last year, and an increase of
century, and when 1 landed hero the last time I
ver 50 per cent In New York the increase is
fonnd that none or the pioneersbad grown old ;
4.8 per cent : Ohicago, 58 5; Philadelphia. 55;
bat, if I ebmld remain awayanother quarter of
losto i, 4U; Baltimore,4d3j Cincinnati, 20.8;
a century, I might be compelledto confess that
t Louis, 17.20.
some of yob had grown old, and I want to see
The Captain of the steamer Lonise
yon again in yoor primer and yonth. Gentlemen, In taking my departure, I want to thank E, which arrived at New Orleans Isst week,
yon all for the farewellreceptiongiven me
from Algiers,reports the picking up in the
this evening,and to express the hope that,
whether or not I am to have the happiness ever Bahama channel seventeen survivors of the
to visit your city again, I shall at least meet one burned steamer Nnevo Pajaro del Ooewno, inand all of yon elsewhere,and, if it ahonld not cluding Cant Diaz snd two mate*. The steambe in this life, that it may be in the Better er had a crew of about forty-two, and abont
twenty presengers aboard
the
Country."
calamity occurred The rescued were in
Policeman Lewis Chew, of Atohi- a terrible state of exhaustion, they hav•on, Kan., attempted, a few days ago, to arrest ing been clinging to the floating debris for
eighteen boors,... Bethany College, at Betha negro named Monroe Amos. The latter < rew
any, Brooke county, W. Va. has had a narrow
a revolver and shot the officerin tbs abdomen. escape from destructionby nre. The building
Chew fell, recovered himself, drew a revolver was fired by an incendiary,who confessed the
and shot the negro, the ball enteringiu«t above crime and has been arrested.
the heart The negro fell and died in a few
The tahooner Nancy was recently
minutes. Chew died the next day....
One ot SpottedTail’s Indians shot an agency wrecked on Cariboo island, on the ooast of

when

British residency to Bala-Hissar. Officialin-

nuiry into the massacre is proceeding.
The* Ameer’s father-in-law, the ex-Governor of Cabnl, and the Minister of Finance
are under close arrest. . .Adolphus Rosenborg,
editor of the London Town Talk, lias been sentenced to eighteen months’ imprisonmentfor
publishing defamatory libels against Mrs,
Langtry, and to six months’ imprisonment on
each of the indictmentscbarcing similar
offenses against Mrs. Cornwallis West and
Lord Lonnaeaborongh, and at the expiration of
his imprisonmenthe is to be bound over in
HID
VT
1' I
his y>
own
recognizances in £1,000 for
eood
behavior for eighteen months. Justice Hawkins regretted he conlft no add to the set
sentence
hard labor..,. Dispatches received in London
state that the defeat of the Rnsrians at Geok.

li

1U

1

Tepe by the Turcomans was more disastrous than heretofore reported. Tho condition of ths Russian army is pitiable, and they are in full retreat....
There is no disguising the fact that the relations between Enuland
14*. ICWIJVJ OIMJ
and XIU^OIIS
Russia S»1
are 444
in »
a very
V
precarious
recarions condition. The allusionsin L
Lord
reat
Salisbury’s recent speech to tho policy of Gr
Britain in tho East have aroused the most 1bitter animosityin Russia, and tho tone of the St
Petersburg press, both official and unofficial,is
diil^ be coming more threateningand hostile to

A

National Militia.

Gen. Benet, Chief of Ordnance, in his annual

makes a novel recommonditionwith
respect to a national militia. He recommends
the passage of such laws as will make an efficient national militia of some 200,000 men.
report,

The propositionin substance is that the militia
of the several States, when they have arrived

at a certaindegree of efficiency, and have

complied with certain conditions,may, according to the pleasure pf the respective
Suites, be enrolled as a national militia, in
which case they shall be maintained

at

the ex-

pense of the General Government The degree
of efficiencyis to be determined by the reports
of offioers to be called Inspectorsof MUitis,
who shall be appointedpartly from the regular
army and partly from civil life. CoL Benet,

the Chief

of

Ordnance, recommends

that one-half shall be selected from
among those who have served in the
Union army and one-half from those who
have served in the

army. This is tho
first time that a propositionof this kind has
ever; proceeded from any bureau officer. To
rebel

standing her entreatiesand Gen. Adams’
presentationof the case, it at one time seemed
as if the Indians would refuse absolutely to
surrender their captives. They were determined to keep and make the most of them.
Susan was followed by her husband, Johnson, who also made a speech advocatingthe release of the captives— in fact, made a strong
appeal in favor of the women, setting forth
their great grief and the advantage to the Indians in this release,which might secure
special consideration
for them when it should
come to atranging a treaty. He quoted and
dwelt with emphasison Ouray’s advice to the
Northern Utes. It was a novel attempt, as may
well be imagined, to see a squaw addressing
tho hardy warriors. Basso has taken first
rank as a leader among them. The instance
was the first one on record of a squaw joining
an important council and taking a prominent
part in it As is well known, the Utes make slaves
of the women, and, so far as their councils
are concerned,impose the same silenceon
them that 81 Paul did. It is supposed that in
this case Snsan was listenedto because she was
supposed to represent Onray, and to Ouray the
Indfans now look to save them in procuring a
peace. At any rate she obtained a hearing,
and the pleaded well Johnson, her hnshond,
an inflnentialchief, is supposed to have been
brought by her to the advocatingof a peace
policy, for, as ho will bo and has been regarded
as in a large measure responsiblefor it, now
to see him come boldly forward and advocate lenient measures convinces one that
resolutionis possibleeven among savages.
Notwithstandingtheir eloquentappeals, however, it is probable that the ladies would not
be released had not Goo. Adams risen from his
seat and told tho Indians that they must give
an affirmative or ho would givo immediate
orders to the soldiers to pursue their own
course toward tho Indians. They then promised to releasethe prisoners unconditionally,
with tho hope that the General would use h*is
liest efforts to prevent tho invasion of the soldiers for the present
The history of tho prisoners daring their
captivity forms a most pathetic chapter. After
the killing|OfAgent Meeker, the women attempted to escape into the brush from tho
horning building. Mrs. Meeker was fired at,
with the result of a flesh wound intbehip.four
inches in length. Miss Meeker and Mrs. Price
were called to by Indians : “No shoot white
woman; stop; Indian no hurt” They were
mounted; Miss Meeker, with Mrs. Price’seldest
child, 4 years old, tied behind her; Mrs. Price,
with her infant in her arms, and Mrs. Meeker,
who is 64years of age, and lame from her
wound. When they struck the camp at midnight, Mrs. Meeker was dismounted, and fell
to the ground nnable to move, and the Indians
surrounded her and added to the misery of the
situation by jeering and taunting “the old
white squaw.* The next morning they were
separated,Douglass retainingths charge of
Mrs. Meeker, arid Persune taking Miss Meeker,
while Mrs. Price and children were in the
charge of an Uncompahgre
, ,
The sufferings of Jus, Meeker were Indescribable during her stav with Douglass,whose
squaw abused’ her by neglect, pusblpg, Striking
and taunts. On one occasion Douglass threw
down blankets, and compelled Miss Moeker to
dismount,saying they were going into camp.
He thon said tney were going to stab them,
and exhibited tho butcher-knivesto be
need for the purpose. Then he placed
musket to her forehead, and said,
“Indian going to shoot" The courageous
girl never flinched, and langhed at the bnrly
savage. He asked her if she was afraid, and
her ready response,“I am not afraid of Indians or d3ath
elicited the admirationof the
red devils. They turned upon Chief Douglass
in derision, and he slonk from the presenceof
tho brave Miss Meeker. Boon after this they
were placed in charge of Chief Johnson, and,
through the instrumentalityof Johnson’s
sqnaw, their condition was very much improved, and further indignities oeased.
Through the fearfnl ordeal of captivity
Mrs. Price and Miss Meeker almost fought
for the rights of poor old Mra Meeker.
They could use a little Spanish and Ute, and
their defiance of intruding Indians, and readiness to resistinsult to the old lady, challenged
tne respect of oven the blood-thirsty aborigines.
They would push the savages right and left
when interfered with, and, on making complaint to Snsan, wonld face the Indians, while
Snsan laid down the law andpena.ty; afld to
this fact may be attributed the many favors of
which they wonld otherwise have been de-

Ute.

a

obviate any objectionsthat might arise on the
prived.
ground of State rights, it is proposed that any
Snsan proved to be the guardian spirit, and
State shall be at liberty to withdraw its militia had it not been for her intercession the fate of
from the national enrollmentm its own the women would have formed one of the
pleasure, subject to certain regula- blackest pages of Indian deviltry.
tions. Among the conditionsof ad
mission to the national enrollmentare that the
Ex-Senator Stewart, of Nevada, has
State shall oonseut that, under certain dream
stances, its militia shall be subject to the order retrieved his fortnues.

sight of evil than

from an example of

We

good.

should learn then to profit
by evil, since it is so common, while
goodness is so rare.

my plaything,”say the chilsunny seat is mine.” Thia
is the beginning and exemplification
of
“

This

dren

;

is

“ that

the selfishness and all the usurpationof
the
1

world.

All
sists

reasoning is retrospect;it con-

in the application of

and

facts

principles previouslyknown. Thia will

show the great importanceof knowledge, especially of that kind called experience.—J. Foster.

To find recreation in amusement is
not happiness ; for this joy comes from
without,and is, therefore, dependent on
accidents, which often cause inevitable
aitiiction; but the happiness that is.
found in tho soul itself is abiding.
Seeing the Circulation of the Blood.

Dr. C. Huter, a German savant of
Greifswald, has devised a simple arrangementwhich demonstrates the circulation of the blood in the human
body by making it visible. The patient’s Read being fixed in a frame, on
which is a contrivancefor supporting a
microscope and a lamp, his lower lip is
drawn out and fixed on the stage of the
microscope by means of clips, the inner
surface being uppermost, and having a
strong light thrown upon it by a condenser. When the preparations are
completed all the observer has to do is
to bring the microscope to bear on the
surface of the lip, using a low-power
objective, and focusing a small superficial vessel. At once he sees the endless procession of the blood corpuscles
through the minute capillaries,the colorless ones appearing Uke white specks
dotting the red stream. Dr. Huter asserts that from taking careful note of
variations in the blood-flow and changes
in the corpuscles he has derived great
advantage in the treatmentof disease.
Another Advance in the Price

Paper*
and

of

At a meeting of manufacturers of print

book paper, held in Cincinnation the 23d of
October,

an advance of

one-half cent per

ponnd was made upon all grades ot print and

book papers. This, added to tho advance
made on the 1st of October,brings the price of
paper up full twenty per cent, above the prices
of tho past six months. It will not be long

before consumerswho havo not prepared for this advance by laying in a stock of
paper will begin to feel the effectsof the “rise"
in the paper market Tho following circular
has just been issued by the mannfa:turers of
finest per, card-board, eta, and speaks for
“The increased cost in all material used in the
manufacture of paper makes it necessary for
us to ad .‘ance the price of onr goods one-half
cent per pound from this date, and if stock advances in price we will feel the necessityof a.
farther advance.”

_

It’s a wise railroad stock that
its

own par

now-a-days.

know

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
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0
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5
3
4
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7
6
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0
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0
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IS 00 $12
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0
0
0
0
0
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50
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.....................
1 10
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No.

1
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1
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$
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0
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11 50 $11
east liberty,
„
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•
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China was so rent with rebellion
as to threaten the existence of the
present dynasty. His skill and bravery
saved the falling fortunes of the Government and routed the rebels in every

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

direction. Upon leaving the service he

An

associationcomposed mostly of

foreignershas purchased many of the
leading newspapers in Italy, and

is

ac-

tively negotiating for the possession

received the thanks of the Chinese

Governmeni, and Prince

Kung

ad-

dressed a letter to the English Government, recommending him; to

its

highest

consideration. His next mission was

of others.

the destruction of the horrible slave-

Gen. Grant looks upon Beaconsfield, trade in Central Africa, and the establishment of peace and civilization in
• Bismarck and Gambetta as the three
greatestmen jn Europe. He also wrote that region. This great work he has
in a lady’s album, in answer to the also accomplished.The slave-trade has

SABBATH READING.
“

We

All Do Fade a* a
Falling all around,

seen the pocr wretch in his cell, and
held out no helping hatad. Yet Christ
set a most beautiful example of sympathy for cases like this. To the power
of His words of grace the demoniacs
yielded, and the people were led to see
that all things are possibleto God.
Pinel, the French Christian philanthropist, attributed his success in influencing and helping the insane to
those lessons of sympathy that the New
Testament teaches. Charity changed the
patients when all other methods failed.

Leaf

Flooda of wondroiiR glory,
8ilf-nt aa the snow-flakea.
Breathing each a atory;
tdke a shower of sunbeams
In the autumn mellow,
Fall the leaves of crimson.
Russet, brown, and } allow.

Sobbingout low music,
When the wind is sighing,
At the thought so mournful
lhattbeyearis dying;
E en the leaves are fading ;
With the thought cornea sadness;
Ah ! my spirit longs
For the land of gladness.

—Youth's Companion,

FACTS AND FIGURES.

For the golden pavement.
For the flowers immortal;
Fain my feet would press
Toward the pearly portal;
Falling all around,
Flooda of wondrous glory,
All things here must fade—
This the leaflet's story.
—ChrMlanatWork.

Of the 9,000,000 voters in the
States 6,000,000 are farmers.

_

United

MICHIGAN NEWS.
Michigan has 1,620 miles of coast
line.
88, fell down

Susan Consadine, aged
stairs, at Battle

Greek, and was instant-

ly killed.
oldest brick house in Bay City
soon to be torn down to make room
for a now one.
•

The

is

The Michigan Car Wheel Company,
Detroit, has raised the wages of its
employes 10 per cent
at

The Board of State Auditors will advertise for bids for furnishing stationery for the State for the years
1880-81.

The Supervisors of keoosta county
Georgia gold mines are yielding at
are struggling with the Matter of rebeen
suppressed
and
destroyed, and the
question, “Which two characters in histhe rate of $1,000,000 per anppm, and
moving the county seat to the geographwhole Soudan country has been opened
the amount will be largely increased
tory do you dislike most?” “Napoleon
ical center.
this year.
The Still Hour.
and Robespierre.” It is said that the np to commerce and organized upon a
Michigan has a Board of Health in
To do justly, to love mercy, and to
Louisiana’s Tefaptfance1 Alliance every one of its cities and villages.In
General has an intense dislike for the peacefuland civilizedbasis. His last
great work was the prevention of war walk humbly before God are, according gives the amount of liquor drunk in the this respect Michigan leads all the
character and acts of the First Napoto a high authority, the three essentials State at $42,000,000 yearly, or $2,000,j
between Egypt and Abyssinia.As he
of the highest life. Of these the first 000 more than the value of the comleon.
announced that he should resign when is the hardest to practice. It is often bined cotton, sugar and rice crope.
The Board of Supervisors of Emmet
county have organized a new township
Dr. J. M. Ward, in the Medical this was accomplished, his resignation easier to be generous than to be just;
A box froight-car costs from $400 to
in the northern part of Emmet county,
easier to show men favors than to rec- $450. A baggage-car costs from $2,000
Jlecordy recommends, in all cases of may come at any time.
ognize and respect their rights. But to $2,200. The usual price of a sleeping- to be known as Carp Lake.
poisoning by poison ivy, the use of LaRollin A. Horr, twin brother of
when we turn from the graciousto the car is $12,000. Drawing-room cars cost
The Canada Pacific railway, accordbarraque’s solution of chlorideof soda.
legal mood, trying to be just, we are about $13,800. The ordinary mail-car Congressman Roswell G. Horr, of SagWhen the skin is unbroken it may be ing to a late London Times, has se- apt to be very careful lest we yield to costs about $2,000 to $3,000. The or- inaw, has been elected to the Ohio
State Senate on the Republican ticket.
used clear three or four times a day, or cured the capital for the construction others any more than of right belongs dinary passenger-carabout $4,500.
to
them.
This
is
the
characteristic
of
in other cases diluted with from three of the entire road, in London. This
Iowa has a population of 1,500,000 Fire has destroyed the Mason House
many men who take pride in being just,
and three stores at Big Rapids, and
to six parts of water. It is a good local fact has scarcely been alluded to in Canpeople, 441 newspapers, 2,700 church
and who in spite of this honest scruple
damaged
many others. The total loss
organizations,with 1,400 edifices, and
application in erysipelas, burns and ada or the United States, notwithstandare soundly hated; they are always
is
estimated
at $25,000; mostly insittings for 431,000 persons and a memscalds.
ing the above good authority. The bound that nobody shall get from them
bership of 200,000; 10,296 school hous- sured.
negotiation is that the road gets 100,- anything more than even measure ; and es for accommodatingthe 567,859 perThe residence of Mrs. Cook, on the
The ParaguayanGovernment has 000,000 acres of land from Canada, in this exacting spirit they not seldom sons between the ages of 5 and 21, to- east side of the river, at Kalamazoo,
imposed a tax of $5 a year upon all which is given the British capitalistsas pervert the justice on which they are gether with a school fund of $3,500,- was burned the other evening. Loss,
intent. “If people calculatethe judi- 000.
$4,500; insurance, $3,000.
single men between the age of 25 and security; the grant is to be vested in
cial mean too nicely,” says a great
A
reliable
Irish
authority
says
that
Mrs. Kempt, of Bridgeton, named
GO. Women are not taxed, on the as- Commissioners, one of whom is to be writer, “they will not hit it; in theirv
there ore in Ireland 155,675 mud cab- her boy Christ, not meaning to be sacsumption, no doubt, that many of them
appointed by the Imperial Government, hearts they ought to go a little beyond ins, not one of which contains more than rilegious. He grew up to be a bad man,
would get married if they could, and and is to watch over the interests of En- it or they will fall short of it” The one apartment. These apartments are
and is now in prison for stealing.
only kind of justice whose company we occupied by 227,379 families. There
are, therefore, not to blame for not beglish investors. A very considerable can afford to keep is the justice whose
Michigan apple-dealers are having
coming wives. The object is to make part of the railway is be open forjtraffic handmaid is sweet charity— the justice are also 357,126 mud cabins of a better hard luck. The fruit is rotting very
class, which afford accommodationsfor
fast, and many buyers get get badly
up for the loss of population caused by
within two years; the long stretch from that would give a man a penny more 432,774 families. .There are at least
stuck by the depreciation of stock in
than
his
due
rather
than
give
him
a
the long and terriblestruggle between
100,000 small fanners who live in mud
the head of Lake Superior to Selkirk,
hand.
farthing
less.
little Paraguay on one side, and Brazil
cabins of the worst class, in a large
on the Red river, is divided into three
The Michigan State Baptist Associanumber of which the cows and pigs
and the Argentine Confederation on the
Hring One Soul to Josuiu
sections; two of them, the easterly and
tion
has elected the followingofficers:
share the solitary room with the family.
other. A few j'ears hence the effect of
President, Rev. E. A. Mather; SecreTo stand fast in his own place, and
westerly, are finished, while the interIndia ranks fourth among the counthis tax will be worth observing.
mediate one is in progress. From Win- bring at least one to his side, is the very tries of the world in the extent of coal tary, Rev. T. M. Shanafelt; Treasurer,
Prof. E. W. Olney.
lightestview of each Christian’srenipeg, the capital of Manitoba, the line
deposits. She has 30,000 square miles
sponsibility.
Should
each
one, by exJ ohn Potter, a farmer living near
Here is the statement of one iron is under contract for 300 miles west.
of coal-fields; the United States, 500,ample, by testimony, by loving entreaty,
000; China, 400,000; and Australia, Stanwood, Mecosta county, while riding
firm of Pittsburgh, as showing what The cost of laying and equipping the
“praying always with all prayer,” bring
240,000. Only 500,000 tons of Indian with his wife and infant child, was ran
the revival in that business really is. line west of Winnipeg is let at the low one soul to Jesus, how would the numcoal are now consumed annually, and away with and the child was thrown
In one mail it received thirty letters, price of $10,000 per mile. But 400 bers of the saved be swollen just in that this quantity is mined at Ranigunj, out and instantly killed.
twenty-two of which contained orders miles west of that place the land is de- alone ! To think that there should bo Kurhurbuli, and Daltongunj in Bengal,
The law in regard to selling liquor to
multitudes who in the course of their
and Mopani and Warora, in the central Indians is being strictlyenforced. Nufor the immediate delivery of steel scribed as like a sea, with gentle unduwhole lives do not even so much as this
work at good cash prices. But this lations. The highest range of mount- that, saved themselves,“so as by fire,” provinces. But there are 1,000,000 merous arrests have been made in the
tons used every year for locomotives northern portion of this State of perfirm couldn’tfill the orders until after
if saved at all, the mass of professing
ains the road crosses is but 3,000 feet,
and factories, the other 500,000 being sons who have violated it.
Christians enter heaven with not a soul
.Jan. 1, so great had been the previous
imported, mainly from Europe and
while those of the United States Pacific
to ever, in all eternity, greet them there
The Board of Supervisors of Huron
demand upon them. The kind of goods roads are 8,235 and 7,042 feet respectAustralia.Indian coal is almost all
county has reduced the salaries of the
as the direct instrument of its salva•demanded is what they call Pittsburgh ively. The only barren land is in the tion ; that, upon the contrary, the bal- bituminous, and its structure jis lamin- county officers as follows: Treasurer,
ated, presenting alternate bright and
specialties,such as hoops, wire, horsefrom $1,100 to $1,000; Prosecuting Atance is even a doubtful one of the good
vicinity of Lake Superior.
dark layers. Its heating quality is intorney, from $1,000 to $800; Judge of
they do with the evil necessarily resultshoe iron, cotton ties, etc., on which
ferior to English cool, but the native
Probate, from $550 to $500.
ing from a wavering walk, and a conMow We Catch Cold.
the profits are very large. The demand
coal gives good results when mixed in
versation scarcely tinged with the godThis pertinent question is just now
equal proportionswith the latter.
Mrs. Jonathan Stockman, one of
for these goods has been so large that
liness of the gospel ; while in the burnengaging
attention,
says
the
London
the
first settlers two miles below Port
it is said one firm has made $300,000
A Warning for the Lime-Kiln Club.
Lancet. There is another question ing which consumes the wood, hay and
Austin, upon what is known as Stockprofits since the revival started.
stubble of their imperfect Christiandewhich should be answered first, namely
“ Gem’len,” began 'the President, as man’s point, where the Port Austin
What is cold? The old idea of a velopment the dear Lord’s kingdom it- the meeting opened, “ look around dis light-house keeper’s house now is, nearly
self suffers loss! It is saddening to
The fires that have swept over the “ chill ” is, perhaps, nearer the truth reflect that of the majority of profess- hall an’ tell me if you observe de well- twenty years ago, died at Charlevoix,
than the modern notion of “cold.”
known figger of de Hon. Mackerel Oct. 14, at the advanced age of 90.
Northwestern prairie regions have not
The hypothesis would seem to be that ing Christiansthis must be true. What Johnson? He was present at de last
The talk of having a professional
been more destructivethan those in the a “ cold ” is something more than a cold, an access of power, then, would the meetin’, an’ spit all ober de stove, but
kingdom at once receive if the fact in whar’ am he now? Oberdar am de base-ballclub in Detroit has got thia
iforestsof the Northeast. The ravages because,it is said, “ You do not catch
far: James McMillan, W. G. Thompthis regard should change, and a steadsky-blue bench on which he sits an’
of forest fires in Canada, New York, cold unless you are cold.” The fact is,
son, E. A. Brash and George Hendrie
fast
host
stand
up
all
through
the
watches de adventuresof de meetin’,
there are probably as many diverse ocPennsylvania,Vermont and New Hampwill give $500 each to assist in the forChristian
world, witnessesfor Jesus uncurrencesgrouped and confoundedunbut he ain’t dar now! ”
mation
of a League nine, if other parties
impeached
and
unimpeachable!—
Pafshire are deseribed as almost unprece- der the generic title of cold-catchingas
A hush fell upon the members. Prewill
subscribe
the additional $2,000
mos;
or
the
Kingdom
and
the
Patience.
dented. At Montreal the smoke was so diseases opvered by that popular term
vious to the opening they had been disnecessary.
cussing the origin of the nutmeg-gratdense for several days that vessels were fever, which is made to comprise every
Changed by Charity.
state in which the pulse is quickened
er, and had failed to note the absence of
ThH Michigan grayling, a fish which
compelled to come to anchor and wait
and the temperature raised. By a
has been known to sportsmen only a
A
few
months
ago, a merchant in the brother.
for a favorablewind to lift the smoke parallelprocess of reasoning “cold”
“ Gemien, it am my painful dooty to
few years, and one increasing in favor
Philadelphiahad occasion to visit the
and allow them to proceed. The loss ought to be limited to cases in which almshouse of that city, which is in itself denounce de fack dat de Hon. Mackerel with them, is the subject of a paper by
by detentions is estimated at $100,000 the phenomena are those of a “ chill.” a village, within enormous white marble Johnson am now lyin’ on a bed of pain the late Thaddeus Norris, in Srribner
When a person “ catches cold,” either walls, containing between 3,000 and an’ sorrow,” continued Brother Gard- for November, descriptive of fishing
rto Montreal merchants alone. In Verof several morbid accidents may occur 4,000 souls.
ner. A day or two ago, while engaged trips in the Manistee and Au Sable
mont and New Hampshire large tracts —(1) he may have such a chill of the
Passing through the insane depart- in puttin’ on free differentkinds of rivers.
•of valuable timber have been destroyed. surface as shall drive the blood in on
ment, his attention was called to a cer- frescoing wid his whitewash brash, he
The State does not protect by law
Several thousand acres have been burned the internal organs, and hamper some tain cell by the howls of the inmate, fell from the scaffoldan’ laid out behind
the deer in the north woods from the
weak, or disorder and influence some and, looking in, he found the wretched de kitchen stove like one struck dead.
over in Pike county, Pennsylvania,and
hunter, and the inhabitants are now
diseased, viscus; (2) the cold may so stump of a creature,more brute than No bones was broken, but two surgeons
becoming a law unto themselves, and
a large amount of valuable timber has
impinge on the superficial nerves that human, crawling over the floor in the rubbed lum up an’ smoothed him down
are shooting the hounds, with which the
been destroyed, with cordwood and serious disturbance of the system will
midst of filth, and making fierce efforts an’ stuck plasters on him an’ said dat it deer are being chased. Persons intendbark. _ ___
ensue, and a morbid state be set up;
to attack him. Both legs were cut off would be weeks befo’ his system would ing to go north are cautioned to leave
(3) the current of air which causes the
rally from de shock. I was up dar an’
above the knee.
their valuable dogs at home.
It is reported that the French have cold may in fact be laden with the
Most men would have hurried on, but washed his feet an’ fed him gruel wid a
propagating “ germs ” of disease; or (8) Mr. L
Dr. Louis Davenport, one of the
belonged to that small mi- spoon. He was very low, but he knew
spent $200,000i000 since the Francothe vitalityof the organism, as a whole,
me
an’
winked
wid
his
left eye. I coll most prominent physicians of Detroit,
German war in rearming troops, may be so depressed by a sudden ab- nority who hold every human being as dis ease np as a warnin’ dat in de midst was found dead in his office a few days
a brother;he insisted on going into the
replenishing arsenals,
recon- straction of heat that recovery may be
of gettin’ rich an’ livin’ on de top shelf ago. The cause of his death is supcell.
we am liable to be pulled up by de posed to have been heart disease, hasstructing lines of- defense along impossible, or a severe and mischievous
“ He will kill you,” said the keeper.
reaction
ensue.
The
philosophy
of
the German frontier. It is said
“We have to use the whip to him when roots or cut down from de top. Even tened by ^he shock of his venerable
preventionis obvious to preserve the we carry him food.”
if we hev pumpkin pie, fried eggs, mother’sdeath, early the same morning.
that the old detached forts around Paris
natural and healthy action of the or“Let
us
try
kindness,” said Mr. bacon an’ ’taterson de table all at once Dr. Davenport was a single man, 51
have been replaced by new and heavily- ganism os a whole, and of the surface in
we must be prepared to leave dis world years of age, and owned much valuable
L -- . He entered boldly, sat down
armed forts. On the eastern frontier particular, while habituating the skin in the loathsome place and began calmly on two minits’ notiss. I see you all be- property in that city and Windsor.
the war deprived France of the Rhine, to bear severe alterations of tempera- to talk to the maniac, who presently fo’ me in boundin’ health an’ frisky From 1861 to 1866 he was surgeon in
speerits, bnt on your way home you charge of the Marine Hospital
the Vosges, the Moselle, and her prin- ture by judicious exposure,and natural grew quiet, watching him furtively.
stimulation by pure air, and dean water,
Mr. L
came the next day and the may be shot by an Alderman, fall into a
cipal fortresses on that side, and left
and orderly habits of hygiene and next. On the fonrth day he took the sewer, or pass a heuse whar de young
The Debt of Mlchlfun.
six lines of railroad open by which the health.
madman out of the cell, had him thor- ladies am indulgin’ in archery. Dis
During the fiscal year which closed
country might be invaded. $lieBe lines
oughly bathed, dressed in a clean suit world am full of trap-holes,failin’' Sept. 80, 1879, the bonded debt of the
Irishmen vs# Yankee#
trees, runaway horses, mad dogs an’
have been closed, and a wail of defense
The other night at a London club of decent clothes, and placed on a roll- butcher-carts,en’ de wise man will State was reduced $46,000. The presing
chair
which
was
wheeled
about
the
ent condition of the debt is stated behas been raised from Longwy to the some Americans were boasting about
work for cash down an’ be ready for de
grounds.
low, excepting that there is a sinking
Swiss frontier. Intrenched camps have their inventionsand the wonderful
In less than a week, under the in- crash when it cornea. "—Detroit Free fund, invested by the State Commismachines to be found in the States. One
been formed at Haxe, Verdun, Tavanne,
Press.
sioners in United States 4j per cent,
of them told of the well-known mincing- fluence of kindness,fresh air and cleanCommercy, Toni, Epinal, and Belfort. machine, which, a live pig being intro- liness,he was a sane man.
The Joke.
bonds, now amounting to $300,000,
His story was a tragical one. He was
In view of these new defenses,the Pall duced at one end, turns out the animal
“How much lor a pear?” he asked, which is to be deducted, also the prea German, educated and intelligent, and with a chuckle paid the 8 cents de- mium (now 5 per cent.) on said bonds.
Mall Gazette thinks that “the Germans in sausages at the otheir. An Irishman,
who
was
not
going
to have the Yankees who came to this country last winter, manded. Then came the joke. "I The State debt is practically less than
wonld now have a far more difficult
riding rough-shod over every other failed to meet, his friends on landing, only took a pair,” he said, exhibiting $600,000:
task before them than they had in 1870
INTHERTHEABUO
.
nation, turned on them and said : “ Be- or to find work. From exposure one two of the articles. And what a satisSaalt cmtl bonds Si. due July 1,
8,000
should they attempt another dash on dad, we’ve got the same machine in night both legs were frozen and he was fied grin that punster started away Two million lout bonds, 61. due Jin. 1,
1883 ...................... ............. 591,000
Ireland, only ours is more perfect, sure, arrested, his despair being mistaken for with! “All right 1” shouted the huckPans.”
Wir-bonnty losn bonds, 7l, dae Msy 1,
drunkenness.
ster after him. “Pears is only a cent
for if you don’t like the sausages,you
1890 ......................
..............299,000
After his legs were amputated he be- apiece, but I knew you’d be up to some
It is announced that Col. Gordon, can put them back into the machine,
Totsl ..................................
•SW.GOU
and by reversing the action they’ll come came insane and was thrown into a cell dodge. You keep the joke, old buster,
NOB INTKBBKT-BP.ABINO DEBT.
one of the most remarkablemen Enwhere
he
would
have
died,
if
our
friend
and I’ll keep the extra cent.”
out a live pig agin where he went in.”
Adjusted bonds, out Jut. 1,
gland has prodneed daring the present
1868 ........................
$ », 000.00
had not rescued him. Mr.L
proEvery hotel in Brattleboro,Yt., is Twenty-onethoassnddollars
Types play funny pranks sometimes. cured a pair of artificiallegs for him,
century,is about to resign his position
psrt-psld five-millionlosn
The Gouverneur (N. Y.) Herald says : and secured him 'employment and good closed, and travelersare compelled to
bonds, sdjastable at |57$.57
as Governor of the Soudan country in
per 91,0W ..................1*449 W
“ In our Hammond items, instead of wages. The other day they dined to- find accommodationsat private houses.
$ 15, 149.FI
Central Africa. He commenced his ' Miss H. Gregor bad her collar bone gether, and a guest says it was hard to This is in pursuance of the plan to
make the Prohibitory Liquor law unTotal bonded debt ..................
|913,149.W
active service at the head of the broken ’read 'the lady had her cellar tell which was the happier man.
—Lansing
Bepublican.
^
popular.
Thousands
of
visitors
might
have
'-Chinese army, at#
time when broken into!’”
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PANICKY WHEAT.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, Nov. 1, 1879.

Stand from Under

When

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

the Bot-

tom Drops Out.
ST. NICHOLAS

FOB NOVEMBER

And Drpp It WilL

Opens the seventh volume of that magawider margins, thicker paper,

zine, with

two

twenty-eight additional pages,

front-

A

pieces, a red-line title-page for the volume,

WHEAT

BETTER THIN G THAN

sixty or more pictures,and fourteen short
stories.

Among

How to

number
are; a lively home story by Mary Mapes
Dodge, the editor: a story by Sarah Win
ter Kellogg of “How some Dolls Broke
the Law”; an indescribable story, “The
Gudra’s Daughter,”written by Frank R.
the chief featuresof the

Stockton in

bis

Hare

Chnsch; an

artist, F. S.

Rapids, Mich., 1879.

Thousands have been and are being

ice-raft

of all

kinds are maelstroms,and the man

be hunted Jack-rabbits In

Kansas; a short story of the life of “The

and

dies’

•

las, etc.

Stock of

of ready made

of

Endless variety of

PRINTS

and

GINGHAMS,

SKIRTS

and

ETS.
A

full line of choice

CERIES,

anywhere

UNDERWEAR,

Japan

Tea for 50 cents.

real bargains. All grades of

dUplay it. Call for

of different prices. Babies’ Bootes,

FAMILY GRO-

including the best

piled up in boxes, and lack room to

of all prices,

of different styles,

Ladies’ and Misses’

HORSE BLANK-

of the latest styles.

of different prices.

SHAWLS,

line.

Ready Made CLOTHING — the largest and most complete stock ever

etc., etc.

brought

to

SUGARS, as
else,

cheap as

and hundreds of

other necessary, useful and ornamental articles, too numerous to
mention.

Holland.

morrow.

sell for to

The

La- Rubber BOO.TS, PANTS, CAPS,
and everythingelse in the rubber
corded

of every description;

and Misses’ HOODS,
Velvet, Buttons, Nubias, Umbrel-

colors.

A complete stock CLOAKING, and In our BOOT and SHOE Department, we have p complete line,
a large variety of Trimmings.

who buys to-day knows not what he can

boy who saved “Mrs. McGIinhow

large variety

Numbers

ty’s Pigs,” from an icy death; an account,
a boy, of

A

“go as-you•plea8e,,

matches, with three illustrationsby the

by

It,

DRESS StLKS HOSIERY

Fall and winter DRESS GOODS.
The latest styles and patterns.
Real novelties.

CLOAKS,
Grand

desciption of the Centaur Boys of Thrace

a story of a

Still

large number of
in differentshades

peculiarly funny style; a ruined by speculation in wheat. Stocks

and their games and
humerons

Spend .Honey and

A

moral of speculation la to put

who buys

We

are so crowded that

we

desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.

man

money into honest investment. The

a dress for his wife, mother,

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken in exchange for goods.

Last Dauphin,”with a frontispieceportrait
of the little prince, engraved from a paint-

sister, cousin, aunt, or daughter, is laying

Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.

ing by Greuse: and a thrilling historical up treasures where they will be of benefit.
story of the Black Prince and Philip the
The family which purchases a carpet,
Bold, telling how when boys they found

Crecy and

heroes at

This

Poitiers.

last

paper is illustratedwith two striking full-

curtains, or household goods at

low

fig-

story of boy-pranks,fun, comfort and

serial

and out-door

life,

by Williem 0.

written

Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completenessof our Stock.

stability.

Messrs. Spring

& Company, the

great

E. J. H-A.E,E,I3SrGT03Sr3

Stoddard, author of “Dab Klnzer,” and
entitled

"Among the

HOLLAim, MICH.

Dry Gooda and Carpet House of Western

Lakes,” is begun

with a lively installment; and there is an

jgJ

ures, is doing that which redounds to its

page battle-pictures.
A new

ALSO, STOVE WOOD.

Michigan, recognize these facts. They

exciting account by Frank H. Converse of
a lad

who was

left “Adrift on the

Ocean,”

and they

wonderful volcanic island, and

visited a

carry a stock second to none in the Slate,

goods at bottom figures.

sell

A

One glace at

narticle by Olive Tborne.illustratedwilh

eleven picturesby Jessie Curtis, describes

and

the “Playthings”of all times

and

WARD

FIRST

had many strange adventures.

climes;

sufficient to

place in

their store

and stock

convince customers that the

which to buy

is

Hardware
Cor. of Fish

Spring & Com-

Store

and Eighth

Sts.

with carefully

a clearly written paper

prepared diagrams, tells how to make pany’s. Their prices throughout every
“A Few Pretty Things in Fancy Work.” departmentcorroborate this proposition in
The Very

Little

Folk have

four pages of

the mind of every purchaser.

large type and four pictures to themselves;

Buying goods for spot cash, with a

and the departments,“Jack-in-the Pulpit,”

“Letter-Box"and “Riddle-Box,”are cram-

med

New York who

res-

daily sends

and riddles of

the

all sorts.

80BIBNEB FoTnOVEMBIB.
The November Scribner

which 100,000 copies are printed) open with two
frontispiece portraits of Bayard Taylor,
one engraved by Cole from the large pho-

& Company

tiny of

goods and prices. These are their

invite the closestscru-

lief by the sculptor O’Donovan,

which was

interestingfeatureof the of this
installment of

best advertisements.
87-3mo.

you can

line of goods,

in

our

still buy Boots

and

Store, No. 28

Burnett’s “Haworth’s” and is to be one of

H/E

A.ID
THE

the principal attractions of the magazine

months.

Ably supplementing the part of “The
the

is

GROCERY

paper on the “Mississippi Jetties,”by Mr.

|

is

of this great engineering project, a

theme

not heretofore treated in the magazines,
of

wide

and commercial classes :thcre isaof portrait
is

made

clear

by

Britain” is contri-

tural Distress in Great

buted by Mr. P. T. Quinn, of the

New

Jersey State Agricultural Association, who

P. Visser,

all kinds of Farming Implements.Repair
lag of Tinware neatly done on short notice.

its

Holland. Not.

this state of affairs

cheap. BUTTER and EOGS will
exchange. Call and sec for yonnelf,

HOP BITTERS.
If

HOP BITTERS.
%

sell

1

,

MRS. M.
1879.

New

“Pict-

P.

If

Store!

ter, the

The undersigned having formed a co-partnerahlp
for the purposeof carrying ou a

Spanish ranchero, the Mennonite

villages,the prairie

odus from the
markable as

fire,

of a paper

re-

'

a successful piece of literary

work. Illustrated papers of an interest
somewhat allied to these are on “Rare
Lawn-Trees,” by Mr. Samuel Parsons,
of Flushing, L. I.,

STORE,
Respectfully invito the public to

them

E. P. Roe, of

a aall, at

come and

In his department of “Topics of the
Time,” Dr. Holland writtes of Peter the
Great— approposof Mr. Schuyler’s history,
to be published in Scribner, and discusses

Nation’s Doctors” and “Is Life
Sol-

ciety”department contains pracitcaladvice

on “Weaning

the Baby" by Catherine

Owen.

POVERTY AND

SUrmiNG.

“I was dragged down with debt, poverty

and sufferingfor

family

and

years, caused by a sick

large bills for doctoring, which

did them no g<»od. I was completely dis-

by the adHop Bitters
and commenced their use, and in one
month we were all well, and none of us
have seen a sick day since, and I want to
say to all the poor men, you can keep
your families well a year with Hop Bitters
for less that one doctor’s visit will cost—
1 know
A Workingman.
couraged, nntil one year ago,
vice of

my

pastor, I procured

it.

yon

marriedor single, old or vonng, suffering from poor health or languishing on

wit, of tho State of New York, and on motion of
the after- Lowing * Cross, solicitorsfor complainant,it is
noon. be assigned for the hearing of said Petition, ordered that the said defepdant cause her appearand that the next kin of said minor, and nil other ance to be entered In said cause within three
persons Interested In said estate,arotfeqnircd to months from the date of this order, and cause
appear at a session of said Court, then to be holden notice thereof to be served on said complainant’s
at the Probate office, in Grand Haven, in said solicitors, and In case of her appearance, that she
county, and show cause, If any there he. why the cause her arswer to complainant'sbill o( comprayer of the petitioner should not be granted: plaint. to be filed and a copy thereof served on
And it is further ordered, that said petitionergive said complainant’ssolicitors within twenty dajs
notice to the personsInterested In said estate of after service on her, or her solicitors, of a copy of
the pendency of said petition and the hearing said bill and a notice of this order, and In default
thereof,by cansing a copy ol this order to be pub- thereof that said bill be taken as confessedby
lished In tho “Holland Citt New*” a news- said defendant. And It Is furtherordered, that
paper printed and clrcnlated in said county of within twenty days from the date of this order, the
Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to complainantcause a copy of this order to be published In the Holland Citt News, a newspaper
said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) 8AMUEL L. TATE, publishedand In circulation in said county ot
38—
Judge of Probate. Ottawa, once In each week for six successive
weeks, or cause a copv of this order to be served
personally on said defendant at least twenty days
nefore the time prescribed herein for her appear-

Wednesday, the twenty-sixthday of

November next, at one o'clock. In

4w

Probate Order.

STATE OF MICHIGAN.

County of Ottawa, ss.

are

HOP BITTERS.
If

No. 82 Eighth St.

Corn-

Worth Living!” The “Home and

QTATE

&

Co.

Monday, the twenty-fourth day of
November next, at one o'clock, in the afternoon, be assigned for the hearing of said Petition,

you are simply ailing, are weak and low spir- and that the heirs at law of the said deceased, and
all other persons Interested In said estate,are reited, try It! Bny It. Insist upon It.
qnired to appear at a session of said Conrtfthento
Yonr druggist keeps It.
be holden at the Probate office, in Grand Haven,
In said connty, and show canae, if any there be,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And it is further oidered, thht said petiJt may tave your life. It has saved hundreds.

tioner give notice to the persona interested in said
estate of tho pendency of said potitlon and the
Will make R an object for cash enstomerato deal
hearing thereol, by causing a copy ol this order
with them. Their Stock Is all fresh and complete ;
to be publiahedin the “ Holland Citt News."
call and see for yonrtelf.
a newspaper printed and clrcnlated In said county
0TAI\ kinds of Farm Produce taken in ex160 acres,three miles north of the cltv, on the of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
change.
said day of hearing.
Grand Haaen road, with dwelling and orchard.
M. HUIZENGA,
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
120 acres,of which ten are cleared, situated In
Holland, Nor. 1,
G. 0. PLEY.
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
88-Smo.
house.
60 acres of land in Section 21, of tho township
of Holland. Also 60 acre*, mostly cleared, clay,
gravel and aandy land, adjoiningDirk Panlua , in
Blank-Books—a fall assortment, cheap I Among
the township of Holland.
them, the best assortmentof EXERCISE and
The shove lands can be bought at reasonable COMPOSITIONBooks ever shown In town.
terms. Inquire
.
Scrapbooks— all kinds.
The undersignedhereby informs bis fellow-clllM. D. HOWARD.
sens that he has had constructed for him a platform
cent* I*6**
Note Paper for 28
Holland, Sept. 16.
8»-tf.
spring dray, somethingnew. neat and strong, and
has other wagons and single-horsedrays to supply
88-tf.
H. D. Post.
a popular want, and ia now ready to serve the
eitiaena of Holland In the very beat methods of
draylng at reasonable rates.
Compact, Substantial, Econ&rii] dray will be on hand alx days in the
omical and easily managed.
week, rain or shine.
Guaranteed to work well and
PROPOSALS will be received by the
ve full power claimed. The
District Board of School District No. 11, of
SAINT WIATHXS I HA VI LASOS OOVXB8 TO
glne and boiler complete, the township of Olive, Ottawa county, Michigan,
PSIV1VT TS1 7SSI9HT TROU
Including
governor, pump, until Monday noon, November 10th. for fnrnlahing
111
1 etc. (and boxing) at the low
the materials and bnilding a school- house in said
oitthto WIT.
price of
District. Plan and specificationscan be seen at
Orders for drays can be left at E. Herold’s boot
8 Horse Power ...... 8 242.00 the store of E. J. Harrington,in Holland City.
and shoe store, end will always receive Immediate
283.00 Proposals to be addressedto the undersignedat
attention.For further particulars,or contracts,
West Olive, Ottawa connty, Mich. The District
.......
apply to the proprietor.
reaerves the right to reject any or all bids.
JAMES LEFFEL A CO.,
Ed. J. Harrington, Jr.
JOHN O. ROBART.
Springfield,Ohio.
49-ly
Holland, Nov. 1,
Clerk of DistrictBoard.

_

1879;

Farms

for Sale.

_

DRAYING!

^^iw^^^^^^^^^^^JudgMjfProbate.

NEW GOODS.

of

*Ve

.

1879.

souue

Notice to Contractors.

QBALED

O

m

“

1979.

Mno.

“

,

•

EDWIN BAXTER, Circuit Court

HOP BITTERS.

M. Huizenga

_

ance.

HOP BITTERS.

give

wall, N. Y.

“The

of Ottawa, ss.

At a session of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the ProbateOffice, In tho
a bed of sickness,‘take
city of Grand Haven In said county, on Friday
the twenty-fourthday of October, In the year
one thousandeight hundred and acvcnty-nlno.
Present: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
Whoever yon are. whereveryon are, whenever you
In the matter of the estate of Elltur Hopkins,
deceased.
feel that yonr system needs cleansing, toning
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
or stimulating,without Inloxicatint/,
take
of Sarah E. Hopkins,representing that said Ellznr
Hopkins lately died In said county Intestate,leaving ocrsonal estateIn said connty of Ottawa to be
administered, and prayingfor the appointmentof
Have you dyrjypdn, kidney or win ary complrint,
Abel H. Brink, ot Allegancounty, as adminisdisease of the utomach, bowe'i, blood, Uver or
trator thereof.Thereuponit ia ordered, that
nervuf You will be cured if you take

VENNKMA’S BRICK
STORE,

Jr.,

and on “Success with

Small Fruits” by Rev.

Order of Publication.

HOP BITTERS.

and the negro ex-

chief topics

you are yonng, and suffering from any indiscretion or dissipation,take

HOP BITTERS.

VISSER.

88 8mo.

which incidentallyshows an unexampled
Kansas types of charac-

you are a man of business, weakenedby the
of your duties, avoid stimulants and take

DRY GOODS

uresque Features of Kansas Farming,”

state of prosperity;

88-flmo.

you are a man of letters, toilingover yonr midnight work, to restorebrain and nerve waste, take

prominence as

Henry King’s

VAN DER VEEN.

strain

If

presented by Mf.

1879.

If

Holland, Nov.

is

1.

contlnneji to eell a* cheap a* ever, and onr
American and Holland cuetomenscan rely on Just
and efficient treatment aa heretofore. We
have a Stock of
Still

an industry of the kingdom.

A strong contrast to

_
J.

Cor, of Eighth and River Streets,

be taken in
at the old store of

English farming during the post year, that

GLASS,

FEED-CUTTERS,CORN-8HELLERS,
And

ON THE

concludes from personal observationof 'Which we
has irretrievablylost

Probate Order.

4w

STOVES

an civil

plans. A timely paper on “The Agicul-

it

FEED STORE

interest to the agricultural

Captain Eads, and the work

next,
at one o’clock in the afternoon, be assignedfor
the hearing of said Petition, and that the heirs at
law of the said deceased,and all other persons
interestedin said estate,are required to appear at
a session of said Court, then to be holden at the
Probate Office, In Grand Haven, In said county,
and show cause if any there be, why the praver of
the petitionershould not be granted: And It Is farther ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
persons Interested in said estate,of the pendency
of said petition and the hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to be publishedIn the
“Holland Citt News,” a newspaper printed and
circulated In said county of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
38—
Judge of Probate.

OF MICHIGAN, Tho TwentiethJudicial
At a session of the Probate Court of the county
Circuit.In Chancery.
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
Snlt pending In the Circuit Court for the County
city of Grand Haven in said county, on Tuesday
the twenty-eighthday of October,In the year of Ottawa in Chancery,at the city of Grand Haone thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine. ven In said county, on the 13th day of September,
Present: Samuel L. Tste, Judge of Probate. A. D. 1879. *
In the matter of the estate of Irena Retan, minor. CHARLES W. SHERMAN,
J.
Prop’r.
On reading and Aling the netltlon, duly verified,
Complainant.
of Robert Lawrence,grandfather and next of kin
A Urge usortment of
of said minor, representing that said minor 1* a EVA J. SHERMAN.
resident of said connty of Ottawa, and Is possessed
Defendant.
of real and personal estate in said connty, and
Upon due proof by affidaviton file that Ev- J.
Of the beat quality,at various prices. A complete praying among other things that ho may be ap- Sherman, the defendant In this cause, is a nonpointed as gnardian of the person and estate residentof the said State of Michigan, and la now
stock of
of said minor. ThereuponIt ia ordered,that a resident of another of theae United States,to-

HARDWARE, TINWARE,

Mrs. M.

twenty-ninth day of November

VAN DER VEEN,

account of the

a detailed

difficulties, methods, and successful results

and one

!

or

E. L.Corthell,the residentengineer at Port

Ends. This

one o'clock, In the

O

novel) of Creole Life which succeeds Mrs.

Grandissiraes” relating to the river,

November next, at

STATE OF MICHIGAN.County

$nt! ^dmttecmrotjs.

issimes,” Mr. Cable’s new story (and first

for the next twelve

of

afternoon, be assignedfor the hearing of said Petition, and that the heirs at law of tho said deceased, and all other persons interested In said
estate,are required to appear at a session of said
Conn, then to be holden at the Probate office, In
Grand Haven, In said county, and show cause, If
any there be, why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted: And It is farther ordered,
that said petitioner give notice to the persons Interested in said estate of the pendency of said
petitionand the hearing thereof,by causing a copy
of this order to be publishedIn the “Holland
Citt News.” a newspaper printed and circulated
In said county of Ottawa, for three successive
weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.

37-3w.

“The Grand-

County of Ottawa, ss.

At a session of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office. In the
city of Grand Haven, In said connty, on Wednesday the twenty-ninth day of October. In the year
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
Present: Samuel L.TATE.Judge of Probate. In
the matter of the estate of Bcrnardus Ledeceased.
boer, deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified, On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Robert Lawrence,administrator, with will an- of Allida Leocboer, representing that said Bcrnarter lately died In said county intestate.
intestate,
nexed, of said estate, representing that said estate dun Ledrboer
Is fully administered, and praying that his final leaving real and personal estate In said connty of
account may be examined and allowed, and he dis- Ottawa to bo administered, and praying for the
charged from further trnst. Thereupon It Is order- appointment of herself as administratrix thereof.
ed, that Wednesday, the twenty-sixth Thcrenpon It Is ordered, that Saturday the

Canal Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

num-

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

County of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate office, In the
city of Grand Haven in said county, on Tuesday
the twenty-eighth
day ol October, In the year
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
Present: Samuel L. Tate. Judge of Probate.In
the matter of the estate of LorettaRctan, de-

38-4w

Shoes, for the same low fleures, at the

Bankrupt Boot and Shoe

executedfor Cornell University.

first

Spring

Althougii prices have gone up

by Juen-

gling from a replica of the bronze bassrc*

ber is the

latest novelties to the house here,

(of

tograph by Gutekunst,the other

STATE OF MICHIGAN.

day

with funny items, the boys’ and girls’

letters,

An

ident buyer in

Probate Order.

Probate Order.

is

Commissioner,
and for Ottawa County, Michigan.
Lowing A Cross, Solicitors for Complainant.
[A True Copy.]
Attest:Alfred A. Tract, Register in Chancery.
in

82-7w.

Mortgage Sale.
FAULT having been

made In the conditions
of payment of a certain Indenture of Mdrttge, made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Haraon his wife, of the township of Olive, county
r Ottawa, and State of Michigan,to Mattalcna,
[eneeua, of the township of Bangor, county of
an Burcn, and State of Michigan,bearingdate
«e twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. eighteen
undred and seventy-eight,and duly recordedIn
ic officeof the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
junty, State ftf Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
f Mortgagesin said office, on the twenty-ai-venth
ay of May, A. D. eighteenhnndred and seventyIght, at half past two o’clock In the afternoon of
ist day, upon which said mortgagethere ia
aimed to be due at the date of this notice the
ira of five hnndred and seventy-eight dollarsand
xty-one cents ($578.61),and no suit or procecdigs having been Instituted st law or In equity to
scovcr tho debt now remaining secured by said
lortgage or any part thereof: Notice is therefore
treby given. That by virtue of the power of sale
i said mortgage contained, said mortgage win oc
ireclosedby a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
"NE

J

onday, the Seventemith(HtW^yof
Fovember, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
f

ad Seventy-nine (1819),

one ocIock

the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
>unty circuit cooit house, In the city of Grand
liven, (said court bouse being the pl*^ of holdig the circuit court wlthlnthe connty ln*hlch
m lands and premises described In said mortgage
re situated),at public vendue to the highestbidor ; the lands and premises In said mortgage
i

described as follows,to-wit : The south threenrths (Mths) of tho west hall of the southeast
larterof section eighteen(18) in town six (6)
irth of range flftqen (IS) west, containingsixty
") acres, or so ranch thereof as may be necessary
satisfy the smonnt due on said mortgage, wltn
terest at tho rate of ten per cent per year, and
e legal costa of this foreclosure together with an
torney'a fee of twenty five dollars as In said
nr gage agreed and provided.
Dated Holland, Angnstiffith.A. D. 1679.
MATT ALENA MENKGUA. Mortgages.
ENRY D. POST, AUoineyfor laid Mortgagee.
id

(

Get your furs ready.
The new wheat fields

Wheat has lowered in price, but shipOvekcoats are becoming fusbiouablc.
— . -«>»ments continue unabated.
Roost & Klaasen’s brick yard has
California is iuleatedby swarms of wild
shut down for the season.
geese, which do serious damage to the
much More than a mile of new sidewalk is grain.

-

,

lottittflis.

are looking

!

IlavlDgjaBt returned from the EMtcrn MwkeU,
we would respoctfollyc*II the attention of our patrons and the public at large to the fact that our
extensive and magnificent stock of

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Krulsenga’s Store.

under constructionin the village of Zee-

better since the cold weather set in.

Rev. D. Van Pelt will deliver a temper-

land.

The weather has

near Saugatuck harbor, during the last

been very stormy since 6th, at

Dr.K,.A.Scliouten,

j

November

ance lecture on Friday evening,

The schooner Gamecock was beached

ntops-xamm.

Hope Church.

our last issue, and several vessels took ref-

gale.

—

t

—

uge

Parents, Mothers, Nurses,— do not

our harbor.

in

to give Dr. Bull’s Couuh

Busikhss is lively in Zeeland and the

The

merchants are happy. The competitionin
wheat

article which occupied our space

on the

helping them.

is

first page for

the

last five

weeks

tle ones for all cases
I

Don’t risk your health and life by
At Harrington’syou can

buy

Township

treasurers should

New York State. The
to;

issue!

in

community

a single person who does
new Harris & Smith Safety

Every one sees at

carpenters have

Nerves, Opens the Pores

that she
it

her cus-

of the

once and be convinced. Sold by T. E.

Annis k

Co., Druggists

the cupola, which

Radliff, L. Luras, D. Trowbridge, out there.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

We
Lowell Nursery will deliver the

fruit trees ordered of

them during the past

Monday and
Tuesday, November 10 and 11. Be on
at the usual place on

that your trees will not get

frost or injured by too

nipped

much drying

up of the roots.

riety

He

run in debt to

says that farmers mostly

such an extent that a

suc-

cession of failures of crops, by grasshop-

have no space to enumerate the va- pers and other causes, makes poverty and
of new goods just received at L. T. ruination stare many in the face. This

are

much

following are the arrivals and

from.

/

clearances as reported at the custom house

There has been

up

to

the Canadian silver quarter dollars, and
ns this has caused trouble in

Volume two of

ARRIVED.

28—
30-

some instances,

very excellent, and

this

TO

ordinarywork, is issued October 25th.
730 neatly printed and well

CLEARED.

In

Our Cloaks and Dolmans were purchased early
the season, and manufactnredto our order.
Elegant new styles of Cloaks. $4.00 and $5.00.

Our

special correspondentat Salem

us:

writes

think this will nop the trouble.

that

Theo. Castor &

Co. are

running a lively oppositionto Dibble

&

-:o:-

CALL AND SEE US.

A
go n'faff Hmfof Pa^fand Berlin made Cloaks
and Dolmans at exceedingly low prices.
Also a very large stock of
’

Its

bound pages

E.

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Bept. 1, 1877.

Blankets, Flannels and

2830— “

full value at any time and any amount.

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infantashoes for fall and winter, andafnllllno of
Ladles’ and Uontlemau'awear.

Strictlyall wool Cloaks, $8.00.

of our principal busi- Oct. 27— Schr. Banner to Chicago. fi8 cds. slabs.
contain a wealth of knowledge, covered
»
*' Wollln to Chicago, 50,000 ft. lumber.
ness
Messrs. M. D. Howard and P.
“
Spray to Chicago, 42,000 ft. inmber. by the alphabet between the words Arun& A. Steketee say that they take them for
del and Biron, such as, it is safe to say,

men.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

u LOAKS!

we interviewed some

We

MATCH DRESS GOODS.

i

from an economicalpoint of view, extra-

Oct. 27— Schr. Banner from Chicago, light.
“
“ Wollln from Chicago, light,
“
“ Spray from Kenosha,light.

Juat received at

Satins,

Libbary of Universal Knowledge.—

Thursday night:

considerablediffer-

ence of opinion lately about the value of

*—

better off, and he would prefer

he recently came

hours,

The latest styles tor 12)fc upward.

40 acres around here to 200 in the region

The

all

OF

the whole, he thinks, Michigan farmers

notices in other columns.

Rhubarb.

of

istew stock:
—
—
domestic Dress Goods
BOOTS & SHOES
—
^lain and Brocaded Silks
and
E. HEROLD,

Kanters’ book store. An immense variety condition,of course, applies mostly to
of books, stationery,and fancy goods con- those who started in without money. On
stitutean attractive panorama. See bis

Compound Syrup

< A Large and Fine

Holland, Mich.

R. Smith.

too small proportion-

is

ately.

by the

W.

two story brick build- J.

ing, and looks well, with the exception of

pills

A.2TD

In all the leading new shades, it rax nnr low
price op 50c. per yard, which we claim to be
the best ever sold at this price. Also a very large
line of

and Apothecaries,

Mr. G. Winters and family arrived back
List of lettersremaining in the Post- from Iowa on Wednesday of last week.
office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 80th, 1879: Mr. Winters reports things as rather mixed

in

CASHMERES

Skin. Try

mmm

m

Proscriptionscarefully compound at
day or night.

Stomach, Regulates the Bowels, Quiets the
of Mrs.

The Zeeland schoolhouseis very nearly’
completed— lacking only a few finishing

hand, so

almost, everything elae belonging In a well
locked drug store.

DRESS GOODS «us

the past.

It is a fine

Medicinaluse only,)

And

BCUOUTEN’S

require extra exertion.

summer

Novelties

The above firm are tba manufacturersof DR.

a glance that it

tomers in the future as she has done

The

(for

• man

Liquors,

In the market. Particular attention la called to
our very extenaivo '

before winter, and it seems as if this will

touches.

Wines &

it

By reading the advertisement
commenced work
on the roof of the new schoolhouse. The M. P. Visser, our readers will see
general desire is to see the roof completed is preparedto do just as well by
The

French, English and Ger-

just what is wanted by every falmly.

is

the new hardware

Writing MaUrlnl, Snoff,
And the finest assortmentof

Found at Last.— The best medicine on Department,In which will be found all the newest
do? advertisement of Mr. J. VanderVeen.
be able to tell in our next The First Ward hardware store keeps up Earth, Pettit's Blood Purifier Invigorates designs in French, English and German, as well ss
Domestic Manufactures.
Weals® call specialattenwith the time. Go and see for yourself.
the Liver, Purifiesthe Blood, Tones the tion to our line of ALL WOOL

nation are on that State: what will

We hope

are persona in every

not praise the

Lamp.

fail to rerfd

Melt, Cigen,

here is some cotton wud ye

yet to hear of

Kalamazoo.

Dont’s

Ktiitiftu Pirtaurii!, Toilet

Our stock this season la one of the largestand
host evor brought to this city, consisting of all the
latest

a love-letter,”said the aervent-

There

eyes of the whole

Monday, September 15th.

or Colds.

who oppose every new thing, but we have

that we print tax receipts, just as good or
bttUr than almost any office in the State, merly of this city, is sufferingfrom a mental illness, and has been taken to the Asyland just as reasonable. Come and see.

Tuesday will be election day

This new store will keep • foil anpply of Ihe best
and flneat

lit-

overcoat for a few^dollars.

a splendid

at

of Coughs

the

stuff in yer ears wboile ye rade it?”

remember

um

to

her mistress. "Will ye rade it to

me? And

Mr. J. P. Thibout, of Muskegon, for

NeIt

have

girl to

catching cold.

ticed the schooner A. Plugger.

Syrup

Has arrived,and wtll be rpady lor Inspection on

fail

is

finished with this number.

Several veasela ran into Grand Haven
during the late gale, among whom we no*

We

WARD

FIRST

Special Notice

JUST RECEIVED
AT TUX

Beavers,

Millinery Store

was never before procurable for the trifl- Which we bought In June, which enables ns to sell
ing sum of 50 cents! The 20 vols. complete, them fully 10 per cent below present value.
Our assortmentwill be fonnd very completeIn
contalniug over 40,000 distinct articles, every department, and our prices gnaranteed as

METZ & SISTER,

E. F.

of our readers to Wells, but that Mr. Briggs is nevertbeless and nearly as many more incidentally men- low as any In the trade.
A LABOKfAND
We employ none except polite clerks,who will
the advertisement of Messrs. M. Huizenga bolding his own ..... Mrs. Dr. Moon and
tioned subjects, with complete index, are show goods cheerfully,and samples will be sent to
COMPLETE FALL S10CK
& Co., who have opened a grocery store in Mrs. Geo. Heck have recovered from a se- sufficient of themselves to afford a liberal any part of the city or country when desired.
Vennema's building on Eighth Street. vere attack of illness..... Mr. S. Brown education to any one of limited resources.
Gerrit and Marlin, formerly clerks for will leave for the North soon ..... A surAs a matter of course, they are finding
f, ff.
Mrs. M. P. Visser, want to show their prise party was held at the house of Mr. their way into the hands of hundreds of
FEATHERS,
many American and Holland friends how Wm. Heck, last Thursday evening, most thousands of those whose love of
RUSSIAN,
TIES,
well they can do by them now that they of the village citizens being present, en- knowledge has exceeded their power to buy
Canal and Bronson,
HOSIERY,
call the attention

HATS, BONNETS,

101(1,

Comer

joying themselves hugely until a

are in business for themselves.

late

hour ...... Mr. Baird is reported seriously

While

a fine ox, belonging to Mr.

May-

boer, residing about three miles north on
the
ing

in the

animals shoulder, disabling it

ously, on Sunday last. This brave
fender of the potato patch ought to
to

Yazoo, Mississippi.

de-

roads

the farmers happy.
, Since our mention a few weeks ago of

envelopesarc concerned. Now, any

far

fool

can see that where Uncle Sam can buy by
the million, with the people’s money, that
a

of honesty

come

ready early in November, and the remain-

printer who buys by the thousand can-

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
POE SPEEMATOEEHffiA.

mouth

The publisherswill
which may be
wanted, to any part of the

SEMINALPA8TILLE
ValMbU DUoovsrr

therealter.

returnedif not

fine

heavy paper, wide margins, bound

from the North had

stopped, at night, and the conductor and

request. American Book Ex-

for home, the baggage change, Publishers,55 Beekman
man, Mr. M. Gallagher, went through the New York.

engineer had
train, to put

he

doors,

left

out the lights and lock the

accidentally

saw a

go into the gro-

as well

cery business, or any other business.

We

get a better peep at

it

In the

dim

light,

and

street,

FEELS

YOUNG AGAIN.

“My mother was

afflicteda long time

noticed that something heavy was attached

with Neuralgiaand a dull, heavy, inactive

to it at one end; he then picked it up and

condition of the whole system; headache,

bur senators and representativesto stop

behold, there was a fine gold watch attach- nervous prostration,and was almost help-

It is nothing short of an outrage. We

--

^

wires for the missing

watch. Word was that she seem to

feel young agalu, alShortly after we got the news of the sent to the owner how it was found, and though over 70 years old. We think there
wreck of the steamer Amazon near Grand upon proof was forwarded to him per ex- is no other medicine fit to use iu the famiHaven harbor, we received an extra of the press, and was grateful enough to reward ly.”— A lady Providence,R. I.
Spring Lake Republican. The enterprise ffr. Gallagher for his honesty by sending
New Library.— The Northwestern Li----

brary Association have established a library in this city at the book-store of L. T.
lishing this extra, is commendable, to say >ver $100. The owner lives in Ohio.
Kanters, which contains a fine selection
the least. We clip from his extra the folTally one for Gallagherl
of choice reading, by the most popular
lowing points: "The steamer Amazon,
authors, carefullyselected from Lakeside,
By looking over our new advertise**^ts Seaside, Franklin Souare, and Home
of the Northwestern transportationCo.,
Libraries,etc. An entire change of books
left Milwaukee for Grand Haven on Mon- our readers will see the one of M^Bd. J.
will take place every two months. Subday night last During the night* gale Harrington, jr., who is going to InKnluce, scription only 50 cents a year. For farsprung up from the northwest, and upon for us, a new method of draying— more ther information call at
L. T. KANTERS.
reaching Gr. Haven harbor next morning like they have In large cities. We were

and business tact of Mr. A. Bilz in pub-

I till $l *

iiminK

Mtnui

Boney Carpenter,

3 Application
lloaUon1
to the
Abaorptlon. aad
Bemlnal Vcalulea.
and. md Ureti'ra.T

-

off, an

)

___ .-jb or laeoarealaata,end
erdiaary paraaib of lifai It la
quickly diuolred tad aooa abaorbad,prodaeiar aa
diate Mathias and raatoralivaeffectapaa tbr Miaal aad
aervoae orfeBintiaaewreckedfrom aelf-abaea
aad aiceMet,
eioppioftba drain from tba lyatem, raatoriafIbe mind ta
healthend sound mem orjr. rams viof tba Dimneaeof
Bight, Nervous Debility, Confualoo of Ideaa, Aver-

Imme-

new dray, or truck, which is being built

enough she turned around to maket

in the

Since
want to

I

yetn. Thle mode of treatmaat bat Mood tba tart la vary
it re re eaaaa, aad h bow a praaoaacad eaeceee. Prufi art
toe much prescribedla Ibaaa troablet,
aad, ai auar cte boar
witaeaato, with bat littlaIf aay permaaeat coed. Thera la aa
Nobmom abont thle Preparation, fracticil abaemlloa eoebUi
as to poaMvoly guarantee that It will ftra satiafaotion.—
Darios lh* eight yetrethat it baa booe la caaaralam, wa htra
thouuudi ot teatimeaUliaa to Ita valao,aad It la bow coocadad

wash!

man

hold was soon

mense

full

of water,

stowed 0,500 barrelsof flour. The ere

kindly showed us through his im-

of the life-savingstation were on hand and

all of

and

whom

were

ladies,

and the

crew, 01 per-

sons in all. The boat wa» one of the larg-

store rooms,

where be has

thou-

sands of doliara worth of seasoned limber,

rescued the

passengers— 82— several of

Nos.

THE CITY OF GJUND RAPIDS,

and 14 Canal Street,

2

1

OppositeSweet's Hotel.

You

af

thma sit

will find all

you

DIR
RBCTIONB

m
M

(

HARRIS REMEDY
Markat and 8th

Sts.

CO.MrG. CHEMISTS.
8T. LOUIS. MO.

Joslin&Breyman,

effort will be

feel

in their season,

mode

at home, and

to

to

make

minis-

kindnessand alacrity.

pany XACH
ICH BOX.

Stai (or a DeienpUrePamphlet|lriaf Aaatomlcalrt
Ulutratleoe,whka wiU coariaca Iba bmo! akaptical
that they caa ba reitorrdto perfect mu hood, aad
fitted for tba dutlM of Ufa, eame ai if aavtr afbeted.
4Saat Scaled for stamp ta aay eae. Said ONLY by tbe^

GAME

ter to your wants with

ortr three months, will rtap amlmtoaiaad reitore
am.) $7. Seat by mail, aealad,la plate
iigorTa iba want cam.
wrapper*. Full _
for naing wlU aoeom-

FINE LIQUORS’ and CIGARS
ALWAYS

014

HARD.

Regular Meals only 25

eta.

Mn Carpenteralio has a Sample Room
No. 11 Ionia Street, ot which Mr.

at

Wm.

R. Getz is manager.
84— tf

mCEITIX
Planing Mill

have noticed that some farmers

In speaking about this business, Mr. Flie-

her freight off from the main

deck. T!
in which we

OYSTER
' HOUSE
and every

Mw /wM- Tha fl7m.d7Unut an in neei baim.

_

that'

be had made

and sold

wagons daring this season, and that

the material he used for bis wagons and
est on the lakes, and is valued at fOO.OOO
sleighs recommended itself to his customon which there is an Insurance of $85, 000."
ers, who are steadily increasing in numThe excitement in Grand Haven on Tues- ber. The new dray absorbs all the attenday and Wednesday wap noteworthy. It tion ,at present in this shop. Mr. Annis
was the all absorbing theme. A later re- does the painting; and Mr. Yaupell is
making a beautiful,heavy-platedharness
port says that }he boat Is a total wreck apd
for this same enterprise.The new track
the beach strewn with the freight ah far will make its first appearance on Wednesday next.
s juth as Pigeon Creek.

J.

Machinery of

Watchmakers $

Jewelers,

KUITE.

School Books

for all

Watches, Clocks,

moet Approved Pattern!,

we can
want

confident

Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

DiRTST
All Kinds of

Spectacles.'

Full Zitae of Gold Pena.

*7-$w.

STEAM

KZILIT

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, BASH

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed. Or anything In

nnmbei— 28 Canal Street.

Rapids.

A

AID THX

KANTERS.

fairly sacrificed at.ridicnlously
low figures.

who

os

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

JJLI

L. T.

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,

city and vicinity.Large

In the Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store
you can find * constant crowd of customers going out and coming in. The
Finest Goods for Children and Misses are
Don’t forget the

the

have Just received

Gen. Grant’s Tour Around the
World, and other mlscellaneonsBooks,

Grand

And we are

Slates.
L. T. KANTERS.

at

new shop we have purchased
entirelynew

Silver Ware,

a large assortment of
tills

rebuilding onr

DEALERS nr

School Books.— We

the very best quality, for wagons the afihools in
away. Mr. Flieman lot of School

informed ns
fifty

P0Und-

sleighs, atored

In

make

it a practice to come into
wagon and blacksmith shop of Mr. the city and sell beef at reduced rates,
J. Flieman. No pains or costs are spared during the cold weather, I want to notify
harbor once more, but failed and went
mygcilstomerathat I sell meat just as
the beach to the leeward. The sea was on this new truck, and nothing but perfect
dheap, and better beef, at wholesale, even
too high for the boat to be managed in. and the very best material is put into it.
if they go down to three or four cent* per
partly,

This ix at present the most popular

accordingly invited to go and examine the

headed but again; after she was outfi

The sea soon broke her up

Prop’r.

Ibe Dlteaae,attiaf by

38-2w

managed to get

RESTAURANT,

lim a P. O. order. The watch was worth

-

struck Ibe bar,

METROPOLITAN

ed to it. He put it in his pocket. Next

less. No physicians or medicinesdid her
would like to hear the opinion of our morning he told the conductor. During any good. Three months ago she began
that day dispatches were flying over the to use Hop Bitters, with such good effect
exchanges on ibis kind of monopoly.

-

81-3mo.

IN

would like to see the press in general
condemn it, as they ought, and call upon
it!

Wu*t

cipal Seat of

Additional pal.

nice black

and gave it a kick with his foot, to

seats,

*

Bernina! missions
Im potency by tba only

catologue of standard publications will be
sent free on

Hair-Dressing done, and Switches made to order.
Call in and see our selections. We shall deem it a
pleasure to show our goods.
E. F. METZ A SISTER.

A

and N*w Diputur*
rtur* latU
la Mtlka) Setaiwa, ta aatirti
New and paettlvtlyafftc.
Iva Ramedjr (or I ha ipaadr
and pemaaeat
end
panoaneatCara of

in

not compete, hence he ruius the printer. silk ribbon lying on the floor between the

Uncle Sam might

Wamer'i Health PreservingOoreeti.

two each

ing volumes will appear about

our ears. A few days half Russia, gilt top, for $1.00. Their

to

into active competition ago, after the train

with the printing business, at least ns

FANCY GOODS.

One Price Establishment

United States, for the price, in cloth, 50
move the noble conduct of some of our railroad
cents; half morocco, 75 cents, or on extra
conductors in this State, in helping a young

are sorry to notice that our general

governmentsteps

Grand Rapids, Mich.

this country,

send a specimen volume,

lady to her destination, another nice case

We

in

.

enjoy

seri-

(?)

pedias heretoforepublished

AND ALL KINDS OF

.....

brush fence, some culprit devoid are good, and the high price of wheat make

of any feeling, shot a load of coarse shot

GLOVES,

charged for Cyclo-

at the great prices

Mr. Wm. Bear and Miss Ella Weiss, none of which equal this in the amount
Strictly
both of Salem, were married in Allegan,
of matter given. Volume three will be

ill

Grand Haven road, was quietly graz- ihe other day. No cards. May they
in Mr. Van Etta’s potato patch, owing a long and happy union ..... The

to a poor

it

AND BLINDS,

$

onr line manufactured on abort

notice.
HoiJjAND, March

84,

1878.

8—lj.

88-ty

WERKMAN

*

VAN ARE.

KONAMOND.

about the depot at train-time, and while That right I shall stand for. Hereafter, whoever aesaalta me on that aooonnt will do so at
In the rvrant bright Jane morning, Roeimond Ned was talking with his sister and her
the peril of his life. Edward 8. Gilmore.
the queen ol girls,
friend in the Pullman car one of these
Down the rnirole door-eteps biters, ndlint with
This was fire and fagots for the Sophyoungsters sasr him. Word was at once
her sunny curls;
passed that “there was a Freshman under omores. A Freshman had defied them
OWr the greensward, throughthe garden, pisses to a tall hat!”
The honor of their class— a poor honor
the river’s brink,
Three of the Sophs instantly boarded enongh, to be sure— was at stake; and
Throws awsy an old bouquet, sod wondersIf twill
float or sink.
the oar, and, coming up the aisle behind class pride runs very high in many colThen retainingthrough the gsrden, round snd Ned, on6 of them brought down his leges— even in those where it is claimed
round the Iswn she goes,
double fist with all his might on the top that “hazing” has been abolished.
Staging as she cuts fr.-sh roses— she herself h*
Hoping to avert mischief, I privately
of Ned’s hat, driving it completelyover
!

^world's fair rose;

his
In her dainty morning robe, and straw hst shsding
half her fsce,
Pfotureequein form and feature, lovely in her
youth snd grace;

ears. ^

r

a moment Ned was fairly hoodwinked, and could scarcely gel the hat
off. Then he turned on Lis assailants
like a tiger.. His sister screamed and
In her hsnd s little dagger, sharp snd glitteringas
caught hold of his arm; and, seeing
the sun,
Bifling hearts of thorny bushes, catting roses one not only her terror, but that of the
by one;
other ladies,Ned abruptlychecked himPink snd white and blood-red crimson,some in
bud snd some full-blown—
There through lawn and grove snd gsrden sings
she to herselfalone;
Softly sings in broken snatches some old songs of
Bpaln or France,
he holds her roses off at full arms-length with
aide-long glance,
hifting groups of forms snd colors,for apalnter's
eye hath she,
And sdl beauty pleaseth her, so artist like snd fancy-free.

Mow she enters her boudoir, and

seta her roses in a
vase;
There for seven days snd nights their bloom snd
fragrance fill the place.

When

the petals droop snd fade she'll bear them to
the river's brink,
Waging, throw them on the waves, and wonder if
theyil float or sink.

MY CHUM’S REVOLVER,
College Reminiscence.

BY
It was a

—a

C. A. 8.

Smith & Wesson

small affair only— that

six-shooter

my chum

brought to onr room after dark one
evening, with a box of cartridges. He
was angry. I had never seen such a
sullen, ngly gleam in his eyes before.
For Ned was naturally as genial, goodhearted a fellow as ever breathed,
though very high-spirited.
It was onr first term at college, and
we had been having a little w unpleasantness” with the Sophomoresfsr a
week or two. Tall hats and canes were
the cause of it. The Sopha di<£ndt approve of tall hats on the heads of
Freshmen, nor of canes in their unsoph-isticated hands.

These belonged, by
the Sophomores; so,
claimed— and

if

royal right, to
at1 least, they
was not healthfnlnor

Freshman to ignore the claim.
It had long been the custom, when a
Freshman appeared with a tall hat on,
or was seen sportinga cane, to promptly confiscate the article and sell it, and
expend the proceeds in a "peanut
drunk.”
In other words, if a Freshman “put
on style,” he was “hazed "-made to
safe for a

to

In Ned’s case, certainly,a taH hat
added to his good looks, for he was a
handsome fellow, 5 feet 10 inches in
height.

-at

least

we

had

heard—

what tne Sophomores claimed, and we
had talked the matter over before entering college. Long ago we had concluded that such “hazing” was mean,
contemptible tyranny.
Still, I had decided that, rather than
have any trouble with the upper classmen, I would allow my tall hat to remain nnnsed daring my Freshman year.
The point of “rights” at stake did not
apnear to me to be worth fighting for.
Ned, however, was more pugnacious
•void high-spirited.The fact that his
•right to wear what he pleased was disputed angered him. He said that he
did not wish te wear his tall hat every
day, or in a way offensive to the Sophomores. He had no wish to provoke a
quarrel with them, but he declaredthat,
if he wanted to wear his Kersey to
church on Sundays, he should wear it,
•or if he were going for a day on a visit
•or for recreation he should wear it if he
•

•

liked.

Ned certainly had right on his side.
Therefore I hardly knew how to change
hie purpose. That he would have trouble £ felt sure, and it had always seemed
better to me to keep clear of that if possible. But when I gave this as a reason
for him to accept the college custom he
declared that 1 hadn't manly spirit.
In reply, he argued that it was not
only cowardly, but wrong, to yield to
injustice, or budge one inch for a bully.
• A man,” he said, “ should always stand
for his rights,” which may be true, or
may not, according to circurtstances.
For the first week or two of the term
ino demonstration of any sort was made.
We were getting acquainted with the
rtndento,and had joined some of the
“societies”During this time Ned had
not worn his “ Kersey.” One morning,
however, he received a letter, stattng
that one of bis sisters, with another
young lady, would pass through the
town that day on the 2 o'clock train.
This train stopped ten minutes at the
atation. Ned, of course, went to the depot to meet them. The other young lady,
I may add, was a particular friend of
Ned’a. Perhaps for that reason he pnt

on

his "

T n

m

Kersey.”
were always more

or teas

Sophs

month

Tom

“You

And now, mv friend,you needeever
Fear tbla last, eventfulend;
You can make life bright forever
By ahnnnlng the evil of thia device,and blend
lour heart and aonl In truth aud love
For your God aud fellow men.
For pride extreme and fashion's dress
Will never crown the temple, “Fame.”
Olmev, Hi.

PITH AND POINT.
Acorn on

the tree

is

worth two on

the toe.

There
who

are several Kings in Europe

are total rex.

“I wish there was more get-up to
that boy,” said a doting parent of his
slothful heir, who was prone to
abed.

lie

One is an onion boiled and the other
is a bunion oiled. There is the answer. You can fit a conundrum to it at
your leisure.
“It’s cool to-day,” said a mother to
little son. “Yes, it’s school five
days out of the week,” replied the embryonic paragraphist.

her

A Detroit

restaurant- keeper hangs
a sign of “ Free chops,” and when
the old loafers come around he shows
them an ax and a wood-pile.
out

“What’s eggs this morning?”
“Eggs, of course,” says the dealer.
“ Well,” says the customer, “ I’m glad
of it, for the last I bought of you were
all

chickens.”

The worst case of selfishness on record is that of a youth who complained
because his mother put a larger mustard-plasteron his younger brother
than she did on him.
A man who is bothered to know just
what fees to extend to a hotel-waiter
doesn’t enjoy his meals half as much as
the man who decides right off that he
won’t be juggled out of one red cent.

The fool goeth out in a sail-boatwhen
he doesn’t know a boom from a breaker, but the wise man picks up pebbles
on the shore and flirts with the girl in
the pink dreM— Detroit Free Press.
First boy— “ Where yer bin, Billy?”
Second boy— “Bin fishin’.” First boy
—“Ketch anythin’?” with an anxious
expression on his face. Far-seeingsecond boy—" No. But I expect ter when
I git in the house.”

M. Falconnet, who was a
physician, was called in by a

clever

hypochon-

season.

ruffian1” said

killed you, you deserve

he. “If I’ve
it!” Then he

turned and went to his room.
The other two Scphs were completely
cowed, as well they might be. Together
why he didn’t come out in his “ Kersey ” we carried Burnett to the steps of the
again. They meanly tried to provoke hall, and took him into one of the recihim in every way, until the poor fellow, tation rooms. A physician was brought
like a caged and tormented animal, as speedily as possible.
The ball had made an ugly furrow
seemed driven to desperation.
Ned was a young man of good princi- across Burnett’sstrong neck. It was a
ples. He abhorred anything mean or dangerous wound, the doctor said, but
bad. He was warm-hearted, too, and not necessarily mortal. The wound on
not a youth likely to do a cruel or an his breast was of much less conseunlawful act. let the insults which quence.
That was all I waited to hear. Leavthe Sophs heaped upon him, and his
strong sense of what he knew to be his ing the wounded man, I hastened to
our room. I shall never forget how
rights, led him to bny a revolver.
Now the man or boy who buys a re- Ned looked at my face when I opened
volver in anger against a fellow-being the door. He sat on a chair, pale as a
has mnrder in his heart. This I think corpse, with the revolver in his hand.
“Is he dead?” ho asked, in a low
I fully realized when Ned came into

Freshmen.
Now as to tall hats; my chum and I
had both worn “Kerseys” during our
last year at the academy. Being 19,,
and men grown, we were of some little
importancein onr own estimation, and
had the opinion that tall hats were becoming.

knew

who attacked him.

nett

humble him.

“sub” Indeed, about
Ned was ducked more than a dozen
the first Latin we learned that year
times during the neat week. It seemed
was the full signification of sub. We
as if he could not stir out without bringfound that it meant under in every
ing down a deluge upon his head. He
sense of the word, and applied to ail
was hooted, too, and insultingly asked

We

Sophs that Ned really had
would shoot the first man

Could all but plainly dresa and go,
And think of truth and houor bright,
And to all by their actionsshow
One can never see the approach of They are strugglingto duty, right, «
make their Uvea aud others’ bright;
this
without thinking of the To
-To wake the dark of life to light;
poems of Burns,
Hood, and ‘Will- But. alas 1 as they lay aside thia pride
Cullen Bryant. Burns speaks of To die, cornea a groan of anguish, too late.

November.

But I only added fuel to fire. Their
iam
whole class met that night and voted,
this month as a “chill ” month, and its
almost to a man, to “crush Gilmore” at
blasts aq “surly.” It was in this month
all hazards. They, too, were “spirited
that he wandered by the banks of the
fellows.”
wooded Ayr— now gloomy with falling
This was Friday night. Saturday
self.
leave# and saddened by leaden skies—
“ We will see you later,” one of the passed in a sort of ominons silence.
and thought of the ingratitude, the unSophs said, with a grim bow, and they Ned went oat bnt once, and then wore
kindness, and cruelty of man, whose inhis cap. But Sunday morning, he
went out.
humanity
makes “countless thousands
Ned came back to our room with his dressed himself carefully for church,
mourn.”
A choice month for such
battered hat, in a raging excitement, and put on a new silk hat. The hat
fomber and heart-rendingmeditations.
was
a
tall
one,
in
the
height
of
the
preand I could not blame him. To have
This is the month in which come
been insultedin that gross manner be- vailing style.
those “melancholy days” spoken of by
“Ned, I wouldn’t do it,” I said to him.
fore ladies was a severe test for a man’s
Bryant in his beautiful pcem, “The
good temper. Bnt he had met with a “There will be trouble, and you may be
Death of the Flowers.” How sadly
still worse affront. As he came up the sorry for the results.”
sweet is this dirge of the decaying
“I willF said Ned, firmly. “Bnllying
outer steps of the college hall, some of
year I The death of the flowers, in this
the Sophs threw a bucketful of dirty has got to stop here.”
dreary month, read to the poet a moral
He
then
put
fresh
cartridges
into
his
water over him from a second-story
lesson that sinks deep into his heart.
window. The poor fellow rushed revolver, and placed it in his breast
But poor Tom Hood, whose sadness
into the room completely drenched and pocket.
was always wreathed with the brightest
smeared.
I confess I would rather not have
flowers and gems of humor and wit
The wate^ nearly ruined a good suit walked to church with Ned that mornwine, as it were, glittering in the skullof clothes, and as for his hat, that was ing; bnt I could not desert him in
goblet of a Byron— cannot even write
utterly spoiled. Imagine, if you can, danger.
about this ghostly November without
his anger. It was only by a great effort
We set off together,and had gone bursting into fits of rich laughter. Is
that he controlled himself as he changed about half-way,when near the corner
not he truest genius, *after all, who is
his clothes. Then, taking his “ Hor- of one of the halls we met three Sophs,
capable of weaving the woof of joyant
ace,” he attempted to go on with his each with a stout cane. No doubt they
laughter in the warp of his sober
lessons. I do not think that he closed had been on the lookout for Ned.
hours? It is such contrasts that give
his eyes that night. He was too much
Bnrnett, a leading classman of the the greatest enjoymentto man. Shaksexcited to sleep.
Sophs, was one of the three. I knew peare has a fool with his waggeries ever
But those Sophs were not done with they meant to attack Ned the instant I followingthe broken fortunes of a dehim yet. As we went to recitation, saw them. Barnett was a trained athspairing King, uttering his puns and
next afternoon,at 3 o’clock, he was lete, and the best oarsman and basewitty quips and conceits,while the
again “ ducked ” from one of the upper ball player in college. The moment we
wretched Lear raves loudest in his
windows.
met, he leaped in front of Ned, and misery. A poet of great talent, but no
The water fell like a cataract, and with a quick stroke of his heavy cane genius, dares not attempt such a double
being close behind him I received a share sent the tall hat whirlinginto the ditch.
flight as this. If his poem is melanof it. We went to recitation with our
Whether he would have struck Ned, I choly, it is melancholy from first to last
clothes saturated; but we were hot don’t know. He seemed to raise his
— there is no ray of sunshine lining its
enough inside to counteractany danger cane again, but perhaps only to defend
somber cloud. If he is funny, like
of a “chill.”
himself. For Ned jumped backward on Holmes or Saxe, he gives his whole
Going out, however, I was waited on the instant, and, drawing his revolver,
mind to the fun, and shoots no drop of
by two Sophs, who told me, with their fired three shots at his assailant.
sorrow into his verse. Hood and
regrets, that my ducking was wholly
I shall never forget what a sound Shakspearehad a delight — yea, a very
unintentional; and they advised me, those shots had for me.
passion— for mingling the two extremes
with a laugh, not to walk too close to
At the first fire, Burnett reeled in a weird sort of way, that make the
“Freshman Gilmore” in future.
across tne sidewalk against the fence, wildest and most wondrous music for
In return for their warning, I hinted and I saw the blood start from under
all time.
that it was as much as somebody’s life his collar.
So does November mingle sadness
was worth to insult Ned as the Sophs
The ball had gone throngh the left and joy. The falling leaf, the fading
were doing.
side of his neck. It seemed to stun flower, the dripping rains, the cool
With a sneer, they replied that they
him partially,though he did not fall, nights and mornings; and then, too,
would take some of that conceit out of
the gorgeous splendors of a million forbut lay or hung on the fence.
him. “He carries his head,” said one
The second shot missed him; the ests, the voluptnons sunshine that
of them, “higher than the chapel
third went through his coat and vest, warms the bright earth at happy intertower!”
and bedded itself against the breast- vals— satisfy us that this is the wonderIt was true that Ned did carry his head
ful genius of the months, the solemn
bone.
pretty high. He expressed his hatred
and severe, the silent and serene, the
The other two Sophs fell back.
and contempt of the Sophs in every
Ned stood a moment looking at Bar- laughing and the jubilant era of the
movement. They, on their part, resolved

feel that he was a

•

told several
a pistol, and

To lead from right the young and fair
succeeded in carrying her to the nearSeems strange to me; that those so free
est hospital, but she was dead before
Should engage their thoughts to pride,
arriving there —Paris Cor. Lojidon And their dally life a drudgerybe.
While on faahion’aalr-caatle they rids.
Daily News.

—

Will she bear away to-nighta bunch of lover's rose
hearts— pray*
Set them in her vase a week— then throw them with
her flower* awayf
— C. P. CnmcAy tn Harper 's Maoaxme.

A

For

PRIDE 18 AUGHT.
bnt fell in the middle of the street in
paroxysms of agony, tearing out her
BT REPROVER,
hair. The crowd looked on petrified
Wist
means
thin gaudy, showy dress.
with fear and horror. Finally, some
With jewelry flashingfrom the hand so fair
policemen threw blankets over Ler, and Why still ‘tla isshiou'sstrange device

driac. The lady declared that she ate,
the farmer is prepar- drank and slept well. “ Ah!” said the
ing for winter; and so is the inhabitant doctor, “ come quick ; let me give you
of the city. The thrifty rustic is win- some medicine, and we shall soon get

In this month

tering his root- crops, top-dressing his rid of all th&t\”— French paper.
defective grain-fields, water-furrowing
There will be five Sundays in next
to prevent washing, stacking or housFebruary. Think of so much Sundaying his corn-fodder,fatteninghis hogs,
night bliss in the shortest month ! Bnt
dry-sheddingand sunny-yarding i.is then this won’t happen again in forty
sheep, putting flesh upon his beeves,
years. Let the old gentleman rememand building up his compost-heapsfor
ber this, and be hopeful when he lays
the ensuing spring. And the young
in the winter-coal supply.
folks have leisure now for parties at
“A new belt-clasp has three compartnight and frolics in the day-time. Noments,
in which the wearer may stow
vember is a good month for the farmer
pins, needles and cotton.” Cotton in a
and his family and friends.
belt-clasp
Well, perhaps the wearer
may
stow
it
there, but it would be a
A Danger in the Jury System.
change that— that is, we don’t know
The dry, cutting satire practicedso anything about it.- Norristown
much by the cross-examining lawyer of Herald.
to-day is sometimes as dangerous in
“ I am told,” said Mrs. Gubbins, the
court as it would be on the street. A
other
day, “that a good deal of suffershort time ago a jury was sitting on a
ing
exists
among the 'pheasants/ in
case in Southern Colorado. A woman
took the stand and was somewhat un- Europe, in consequence of^their not

V

our room and took the revolver out of tone.
I told him the doctor had said that
being able to obtain work.” And,
Burneti
would probably get well. The ceremoniously treated by the lawyers.
I was frightened, and I hardly knew
At last a particularly dry and caustic when Mr. G. kindly suggested that perwhat to say or do. I was indignant at pistol dropped upon the floor, he burhaps she meant peasants, she flared
ied his face in his hands, and cried like fellow began to practice on her with the
the treatment Ned was receiving,and
right up, and said he had been “mighty
cross-examination.
Now,
among
the
a child.
had, too, something of Ned’s feeling
willin’” to “catechise” her talk ever
Bnrnett was pronouncedout of dan- jurymen was one gentlemanwho was since be was elected Alderman.
that a young fellow onght to have
drawn with apprehension and fear of
manly spirit enough to stand fast for ger next day, and, as he declined to en- cod sequences. He was a free, wild
The Sanitary Engineer offers a reter
legal
complaint,
no
arrests
were
his rights; still, I saw something of the
ward
of $500 for the best plan of a
miner,
with
no
more
idea
of
the
restricmade.
folly .pf Ned’s conduct. Now, I know
model
school house. Our small boy
tions’of
law
and
justice
than
a
buffalo.
Three days after, however, Ned was
full weH that no such “ hazing tricks,”
will contest for that prize. His working
He
had
twitched
uneasily
while
the
summoned before the Presidentand
that nothing save the absolutenecessiwoman was being examined, and conld model is not yet ready, but we may state
ty of defending one’s life, should ever faculty of the college, and on the folonly be kept still by being provoked in- that his idea of a model school house
induce any one to use a pistol for the lowing day not only he, but also Buris one in which the teacher never licks;
nett and the other two Sophomores en- to a whispered conversation with the
purpose of shooting a fellow-being.
where recess comes five times of a morngaged
in the affair, were expelled from foreman. As the cross-examination
“I will give them fair warning,” Ned
reached a particular point, he aston- ing, vacation every other week, and exthe college, as they deserved to be.
said. “I cannot endure these insults
Hazing, as well as carrying revolvers ished the court bv jumping up, thrust- amination never; where all studies are
any longer. I will give them fair warning his hand into his hip-pocket,and elective, and chewing gum is insisted
ing. Then if they attack me, they mnst for personal defense,are both of them
upon; where there is co education of
barbarous
practices.
There
is no evi- exclaiming to the lawyer : “Hi, thar,
take the consequences.”
the
sexes, provided t he girls are pretty,
Mr.
Stick-in-the-mud!”
This
from
a
dence of manhood in either. They
I replied that he had better go away
and
where there is no punishment
juryman
brought
every
eye
in
wonder
show how enduring are the savage traits
for the rest of the term, and so prevent
that
characterized
onr
earliest ancest- and amusement upon him. He heeded for a fellow save sending him to sit by
trouble.
nothing, and proceeded: “Jack Mc- the girl to whom he was caught passing
“Why should I leave?” Ned argued. ors. Reason and every true manly in- Cabe won’t’ low no man to talk to a notes.— A/bany Journal*
“I have broken no law. I have inter- stinct revolt at the repetition of such
woman in that shape; not while he’s
fered with no one. Thone Sophs are practices, and can only condemn them.
round!” The Judge rebuked nonest The Influence of Temper on Health.
cowardly bullies. V will not budge an
Our English cohtemporarv,Capital
Jack, and he slunk into his seat, eminch.”
Blttm by a Cat
barrassedbut mad. The lawyer, turn- and Labor, which is generally correct
But, in this not-yet-very-perfect world ,
One of the pictures of the late French ing upon him with withering scorn, be- in its assertions, thinks that, while exit is often the part of superior wisdom Salon representedthe fable of the
gan, bombastically:“Of what weight cessive labor, exposure to wet and cold,
to foreaee evil and judiciously avoid it. woman wno was turned into a cat. She
with me is the opinion of an ignorant deprivation of sufficient quantitiesof
No man, however eminent and talented, is depicted crawling on all fours, a
juryman? I—” “That’s what I thought,” necessary and wholesome food, habitual
can always get his full rights. Some woman in figure, bnt a cat in nature,
said Jack, as with one bound he cleared bad lodging, sloth, and intemperance
points he must yield to the imperfec- with kindling eye and stealthy movethe rail and wound himself around the are all deadly enemies to human life,
tions and prejudices of his fellow-men. ment, toward a mouse in the corner of
lawyer. Before a constablecould reach none of them are so bad as violent and
The man who starts out determined to the room. In the Rue de Montreuil, and separate the struggling pair, Jack un governed passions. Men and women
insist on fais full rights in everything yesterday, the inhabitants were withad macerated the lawyer so that he have survived all the former, says the
will soon find himself at war with nesses of a scene in which a. woman aswas obliged to give up the case and go writer, and at last reached an extreme
every body. Yet it is one of the hardest sumed for a short space of time all the
home on a shutter. The juryman near- old age; but it may be safely doubted
lessons for a spirited young fellow to attributes of a cat It was the most
ly cleaned out the court before he whether a single instance can be found
learn when and how far it is better to appalling of all human maladies that
could be placed under arrest, disabling of a man of violent and irascible temwaive his rights or bis preferences.
took possession of this poor woman. two constablesand putting the crier per, habitually subject to storms of
Ned was as good as his word. He Last August she was bitten by a mad and the Judge to flight. Another ar- ungovernable passion, who has arrived
gave the Sophomores warning. At the cat, and, although the wound was con- goment against the jury system.— Ro«- at a very advanced period of life. It
door of their end of the hall the follow- sidered quite healed, suddenly, yester- ton Herald.
is, therefore, a matter of the highest
ing notice was found posted at sunrise day afternoon,she was seized with hyimportance to every oue desirous of
next morning :
Judah P. Benjamin, the remarkable preserving“a sound mind in a sound
drophobia. She uttered a terrible
TO WHOM IT MAT CON CEB N
scream, like that of atcat, and threw man, who has made home and fortune body," to have a special care, amid all
Certain membera of the Sophomore etas herself with frightful grimaces, as if to over again sinoe the end of the war, re- the vicissitudesand trials of life, to
have omrageonal.vand persistently insulted me.
bite a neighbor, who hastened to get cently sent a poor country editor in maintain a quiet possessionof his own
I ____
hold that, in the matter of ordinary
. dree*, I
- '
spirit
have's ’rigVuf
what I deem proper. awsy. The mad woman pursued her, Louisiana a check for
his pocket.

_

_

:

_

____
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N'ur<len»kjolilSaw in the Arctic Region#.

The

M

When

npon the Veenslaved in
those northern solitudes, Prof. Nordenskjold wrote a letter to Dr. Oscar
Dickson, the main contributor toward
the fitting out of the expedition, disthe ice closed in

ga, and left the stoat ship

The remedy to use is Kidney-Wort. It
is the best preventive of all malarial
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most impossibleof access? Prof. Nord- Hostetter’s Bitters, on the contrary, has for
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its basis choice spirits of abe late purity, and Sample copy/™. Mnrray HUi Pah.CoJgK.ttth Sts.W.Y
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Postoffica and Express adof the utmost importance to science to which both invigorate and regulate the bowels,
month. Kfery graduate riaranleoda paying alto*,
dress.
stomach, amt liver. They effect a radical tion. Addreas R. Valentine,Manager. Janeatllle, Wta.
Da. H. O. ROOT. 1 S.1 Paart Street. W^wTork.
send a light-draught steel steamer to
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Familiar as a HouseholdWord."
Throughout the West the name “Tremont
House ” is a synonym for ail that is elegant and
comfortablein the hotel line. When in Chicago, register at the Tremont, and thns make
sore of first-cl&safaro. Terms are as low as
those of any first-classhouse.
“

An Elegant Watch.
yon want to get an elegant stem-winding
Elgin Watch, send for a specimen copy of The
Chicago ledger.
If

977
10.000

MARVEL COPYIST

TLED, REUFECTMD VmmoaBE-

$1425

Head stump fur Circular, or <5 eta. for Book. Address, W. P. CUMMINGS A CO. Washington,D. C.
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need not be at all sharp, as their action
does not appear to depend on the state
of the edge presented to the glass.
When the operation goes on well the
glass breaks away from the scissors in
pieces in a straight line with the

Rochester Union.
Don’t (let the Chills.
If you are subject to the Ague you
must be sure to keep your liver, bowels
and kidneys' in good, free condition.
When so, you will be safe from all attacks.

VASELINE

atPhiadelp’to
Kxponttooo
This

at Parts
Exposition.

wonderful sobstreres «• »okj»wtod«wl bynhvsl.

blntaa. Ac. In erder that every one may try tt, It to
put U[?in 16 and 86 cent bottlesfor household nee.
Obtain tt from } our d ruggtot,and you wiU find It superior
to anythin*you have ever used.

New Graded Readers,
Robinson’s Mathematics,
Swinton’s Geographies,

Webster’sDictionaries,
Spencerian Copy Books,
White’s Drawing,
Gray’s Botany,
Dane’s Geology,
Woodbury’s German,
Faaquelle’s French,

Etc., Etc.
DescriptiveCataloguesand Circularsby mall ca application.Liberal Tsnas for Introduction.

Addreas,

1Y1S0N,

BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR l 00.^

Or,

EDWARD COOK,

133 and 185 State

St., Chicago.

THE NEWEST MD SIC BOOKS.
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for which SpecimenCopies wiU i •
this charmingHto"11'-1when new

Every sun® to a Jewel

maUed. Examine

hooka an needed..

The neweat Operas are

CABMEN. ByBIxet. MOO.
FATINITZA. BySuppe. MOO.
DOCTOR OF ALCANTARA. Elchberg.aew
"\id

enlargededition.gl^O.

ELIA

OF COBNEYILLE.

By Plaaqnetta.

OUOL

PINAFORE. Gilbert and SuBl van.

60 cents.

SORCERER.
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Tbs Bswsst Church Mask and Slncta® School Baoh®

,

NFA^°,nQ

Sanders’ Union Speller® and Readers,

Hwinton’s Spellers A Histories,

MEXICAN MUSTANG
MENT.

i,

School and College Text Books.

»-mr.a nn.pwiA.

you are
Interested
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For Beauty of Pollih, Saving Labor, CleanUnere,

Oa,

'

r

STOVE POLISH

This well-known Re-ie*of Bchrwl Books comprises
Prsctlc-1. Fresh and Well-Graded Text-Boob in eve.y
branch of study. Among wnich are :

ioup.
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each can for making Hard.

ICKA.Y.

IT IS FULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
The market Is floodedwith (socalled)Concentrated
Lye. wliicli U adulterated
with salt and rosin, and woe*

Y
an unprecedented occurrenceand made dwellings sent free by mail. H. W. Johns
MPg Co., 67 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
a sensationthroughout the region.
East of the Lena, Prof. Nordenskjold
An EstablishedRemedy.— "Brown’s Bronfound on shore no scattered blocks of chial Troches” are widely known as an estabstone such as are distributedover a lished remedy for Cough*, Colds, Bronchitis,
continent by glaciers and such os are
Hoarseness,and other troubles of the Throat
found elsewhere in Siberia. This fact
and Lungs. 25 cts.
was held to point to the absence of land
out to sea north of that coast, and it
There are two things to which we
excites anticipations as to the possible never grow accustomed—the ravages of
discoveries which are to be made by the time and the injustice of our fellowJeannette.Not the least of the pecul- men.— Mey rand.
iaritiesof this strange region is the fact
cable dispatch to the Associated
that the coast appears to be rising slowPress says that Mason A Hamlin have been
In tho inqnlry— Which is the
ly out of the sea. The inhabitantshave awarded tho highest cold medal at the Paris
best
Liniment for Han and
to shift their villages at times nearer to Expositionfor their Cabinet Organs. Thirty
Beast?—
this is the answer, atbest
makers
of
the
world
were
competitors.
the edge of the water, which is gradutested
by
two generations : the
ally recoding from them. Prof. NorThe immense printing establiahment of
LINIdenskjold’s letter is full of facts like
Messrs.Harper A Bro. is painted with H. W.
these, and the scientificworld will wait
The
reason
is simJohns’ Aabetos Liqufc Paint
with impatience the further publication
ple. It penetrates erery sore,
Prevent crooked boot® and blistered heeds
of the results of his discoveries.
wound, or lameness, to the
by wearing Lyon’® Heel Stiffener®.Can be
?ery bone, and drires ont all
appliedat any tima
One Way to Cat Glass.
Inflammatory and morbid matThe Ladios are all bnying Madam Loraine’s
Many persons may not be aware that
ter. It u goes to the roof of
Bosom Shape®. See * ad." in another column.
glass can be cut under water with great
the trouble, and never falls to
ease tc almost any shape by simply usChew Jackrou’eBeet Sweet Navy Tobacco.
core in doable quick time.
ing a pair of shears or strong scissors.
Ladies; C. Gilbert’® Starche® are pure.
In order to insure success two points
must be attended to. First, and most
Daughters, Wives and Mothers.
important,the glass must be kept quite
DR^MAMH ISTS^ UTERIN K CATHOLIOON wtll
level in the water while the scissors are
^wnb.^hltss.Chronic Inflammationor Ulcer Uon of
applied;and, secondly, to avoid nskit tbs Womb, IncidentalHemorrhage or Flooding, Painful,
>n, Ac. An old ana
^utorMi
is better to begin the cutting by taking stsssai
•to remedy,
a pamphlet,wl
..Md posts---- ------treatment,cure*
physician*#
off small pieces at the corners and along
Rente,to
HOpatient*.
toHU
W ARTH A* b'aL !a KDl’lfrHSf
UxiOA. N/V.
N.
$6 to
Sold
by
all
DrugglsU-91
60
per
bottle.
the edges, and so reduce the shape
graduafly to that required, as if any atWe Believe
tempt is made to cut the glass all at
onoe to the shape as we should out a That if everyone would nse Hop Bitten
! invalIIJ0
piece of cardnoard, it will most likelv freely, there wou!4 be much less sickTito boat
break just where it is not wanted. ness and misery in the world; and peo- BHySsimls'fdkL
W^LmCHToToc"^
Some kinds of glass out much better ple are fast finding this ont, whole famJELLY.
than others, the softer glasses being ilies keeping well at a trifling oost by PETROLEUM
SUm Medal
its
use.
We
advise
all
to
try
it.—
Gnnd
Modal
the best for this purpose. The scissors
.

N. Y. Orty.

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
Directions accompanying
Soft and Toilet tWp (| l'

beautlfler of the eoasplexlon.
For sale by all leading druggists at 60 eta per bottle,
(’HAM PLAN A CXI., Prop’s, Baltolo,M.

If

THE BUN,

AMERICAKEDnCATIOHAL SERIES

U th® Old Rdlahl® ConcentratedLy®

—

25 to 83 per cent of customary outlays can

Address

OPENED

wriUnjc. In 1,000 wars saTM printing Welgh.Slbe,;

$2,500

of

FOR HALF A DOLLAR.

Of

LOUS OF FIXGEM.TOK, OB
EVE. RVPTVMK. If but Blight, J<— *l— of
LUNGS or VARICOSE VEENS glvetaneii-

any klhd.
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Proportionalreturns^everywook^on

ever
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« PENSIONS
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Greenlandersis accidental. The arriof the Vega on the Tschulitscher
coast was an event like the landing of
Columbus in the New World. It was

BILL,”

PENSfOIIS!

Tho delicatemembrane which envelopes
the lungs aud lines the air passages is exit.v.
ceedingly sensitive,and a slight irritationof it
increases and spreads very rapidlv. RememA YEAR
bering this, use, if you are attacked by a cough
things for AnnlS. Over SIX) sgenU are now making
or cold, that incomparable pulmonic and pre- from *2 to 915 a dsv. Send stamp for particulars.
ventiveof consumption. Dit. Hall’s Balsam Rr.v. 8. T. Buck, Milton, Northnmberlsnd Co.. Pa.
qvist devoted himself to learningtheir for the Lungs, wliich invariably gives speedy
YOUNG MAN OR OLD,
If fW* VM. . I.I.I...I
M
*••language. These Indians are on the relief and ultimately effectsa complete cure iu
. u.-, r—
«
w U tk^n. MfnflkM u*
all cases where tho breathing organs are affectoriginal highway between the cradle of
i Mr Mr *Wr. 4m* i
ed. Use it in time and prevent seriousbronit«.lM>irIIX fM
mtt ,Mi ...
the human race and the home of the ab- chial trouble. Bold by all Druggists.
M^TdI.
, Da. UOHSSUa
IMMZAl
lu.1
I ire. BmM*
*
Him- II
origines of the northern part of North
Lnttn,
Mra. NeottClara
Louise
Kellogg.
H. W. Johns’ Asbestos Liquid Paints are tho
America, and it is not thought that the
Nldilona, Fanny Dnvrnnort,
uvenport, and a
host of others, recommend and use
purest,
finest,
richest
and
most
duraUe
paints
resemblancebetween them and the
val

I.
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product made from petrolonm is a light, pliable,nel-work Buat: are clean, neat, healthy,
cool and self-adjusting;
making np a full develop- The famona Scoot, Guide, Hunter and Actor— written
jelly called
lied “Vaseline,"
“Vaseline, which is of the greatest
neatest ment, giving eaae, grree and comfort to e*ery lady by himself—la the liveliestand easlsst book to sell that
utility in medicine, pharmacy and for toilet uee.
has appeared for years. Agents alreadyat work are
making big sales. Bend at onoe and secure territory.
Physiciansall over the world have discovered
For circulars and liberalterms apply to
its great value in the treatmentof wounds,
Ijrdy Agents Wanted everywhere.No dealer* keep tl
H. N. HINCKLEY. M South Canal fit.,Chicago,111Address MADAM LORAINK, 114 Dearborn Bt, Chicago.
burns, skin diseases, rheumatism, catarrh aud
every ailmentwhere a linimontis needed,and
WARNER BRO'S CORSETS
in almost every hospital in America and Europe
rvcrivrd(he IflglirptUrdal *t lh« rvetnt
PAKIH EXPOSITION- .
this substanceis now in constant use, and is acaw- ail Ainprlcancnim*tltorft.Th#!r
knowledged not only to be the beet treatment,
FLEXIBLE HIP COSSET
butaleoonoofthe most important recent ad(Its boiirii u wAsaxxricD
not tolTcak
down n»rr ih* lilt*.. Prlretl.1V Ttii-lr
ditions to medicine. Its healing and pain-allaying qualities being superiorto those of any
known substance, while the speedy relief it af|lt end anil flrxltile and couUtuano
lionet. Price by m»ll,II. M.
fords for piles and chilblainsis almost magical
Formic by alllrutlng mrrrhants.
As an emollient, Vaseline is way ahead of anyWARNER BROS.. 3S1 Broadway, N. Y.
thing else, as it rendersthe skin smooth, soft,
and clear, and our lady friends will find it not
only the best, but perhaps the sole substance
Ira that Dr Bing’s Pllo
which will really preserve and restore to the
mrdy fails tocure. Give*
*' ite relief, cure* cases
complexion the hues of vontb, making the
standing in 1 week,
ofieex like velvet and the skin like satin. There
MaMinSdsra.
is also made a “Pomade Vaseline,” which is said
Aon* gtnuiHa
tin U ii ytllom
to be of groat benefitto the hair, keeping it
New I.® w. Thousands of Soldiers and heir* entitled.
soft and glossy, preventing and curing dandruff, Pensionsd ate back to discharge or death. JVm hmiitd.
and keeping the scalp healthful and free from
AJd'“'W,,‘““m<lW0EF.I.K«0N, .
disease, and from those objectionable creatures
P. 0. Drawer
Washington.D. C.
which lomotimcB find kdweliing there.
.
ere. NumAll the Tlaie.
berless instances sre cited of how. by the nse
use
The veiy best goods
of this pomade, thin and failing hair has rodirect from the Iro‘
H,|( um
Burned a vigorousgrowth. But the pnre Vase- . Jo YoUNG Men n kering.
lino ami the pomadearepot np in twenty-five two»-cent stamp*, to Fred. Keppy.BngT. Bridgeport, Ct. usual oost Bastplan ere,- offered to Club AgenU and
large buyers. A U, EXPRESS CHARGES PAID.
cent bottles and are to beiound at all fint-dua
outfit FREK^ to Ajrvn^l ^Bnstnsy^nsw. New UnaaFRKK.
druggists’,and we advioe our readers to make a
trial of this wonderful substance, and we think ft TI7 A YEAR and axpanssato annU. Outfit Fres.
tbej will, find ite claims to merit not iii the 9 / I / Address P. 0, vIOKKRY, AngniU,Mains.
ft 70
(Ha day at boms ssslly made. Costly
least exaggerated.
SI Md 88 V®iey treat. Maw Yerk.
/ £ Outflt (res. Address Taut k Co., Amuata. Me.
P. 0. Box 488ft.

with stone and bone weapons,
and though wild and itinerant,they
evidently have a history. They drove
off the originalinhabitantsof the region 200 years ago, the Onkilons,
whose houses, places of sacrifice,
circles of moss-grown bear skulls, and
weapons are still to be found almost
everywhere on the coast. Lieut. Nord-

t
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Are made of
SilveredBraid, woven
Into a beautiful
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“Vaseline."

are the Tschuktschers.Though
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LADIES

in the general health.

At Cape Schelagskoffthe Vega passed
the point where the Siberian merchant
Schahwroffended his persistentand
intrepid atiempts to reach Behring
straits from the River Lena, by a lonely
death, with his whole company of men
in a hut bn the snow-clad shore. Upon
rounding this cape Nordenskjoldmet
the first natives seen along that whole
coast. They spoke a tongue utterly
unknown. Not a comprehensible sentence could they utter in any European
language. They lived in tents pitched
on the sand banks separating the lagoons peculiar to this coast from the
sea. A hardy, jovial,handsome race,
fur-clad, keen at barter, ignorant of the
value of money, and preferringa red
flannel shirt, a few brass buttons and
the piece of tin foil on a cake of soap to
golden rubles and silver coins; they
live an active and healthy life, use stone
and bone implements, and are without
a trace of religion in their customs.
Their tents are double, one within the
^otner. The children are totally naked
within the inner tent, and were qfteu
seen outside, running^ about on the
frozen ground with the temperature
down below 32 degrees. The women
wear nothing when within the tents except a girdle, and the men have shaven
heads. A remarkable similaritywas
noticed between the implements, dresses and customs of these people and
those of the Esquimaux and North
American Indians. These people
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First Established t Host Successful!
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Compact, comptotc sad useful either fas private

LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognised as the

pupils or etoasas.

80,000

Mad® and

In use. New Designs constantly.
Beat work and lowest prices.
OF* Send for a Catalogue.

IW^^WiHiiBLBKlalba
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A new Anthem Book Is nearly ready.
The M uri ml JUecrd to alwaysnew. M-00 per y«er, d
eento per copy.
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IN TONE.

OVER
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YOICE OF WORaHIP.

OUTER

DITSON k CO., Boston.
C.H.DItaow&Co*
J. E. DlteoreftCte.
043 Broadway,N.Y.
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BEST IS CHEAPEST THOUGH IT HAY COST A UTTLE MORE

toluran.

LEWIS’

hire Apples every Tear.

to

J. \T., Fingal, Ont., writes how he has

changing the bearing year of one of the
two trees. They had both been laden

with

blossoms, arid being desirous

to

chapge the bearing year of one of them,
he with

blossoms. They commenced at seven
o’clock fn the rooming and completed
their work by eleven. The result of this

We wiU pay $1000.00 for any

for his labor; the tree

LEWIS’ FLAVORING EXTRACTS!
THB BEST AND STRONGEST HADE.

he picked the blossoms Is so heavily la-

den

MANUFACTUREDBY THS

that the branched are well-nigh break-

CEO.

ing with the load, while the tree that bore
last year has

no more than

a

T.

LEWIS & MENZIES CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

dozen apples.

By (his means he expects to have one
Irce bearing yell every year, giving Gray’s Specific Medicine.
him sufficientfor his family's use. If
TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TR ADE
shaking or knocking off the young fruit
llsh remedy, an
anralllngcore for
would have the same effect, it would be a
Seminal Weakness,
Spermatormuch easier and quicker way of preventrhea, Impotency,
and all diseases
that follow,as a
sequence of HelfA*>nse; as Loss —

ing the tree bearing for the season; but of

had no experience. He would

this he has

advise those

whose brchards are bearing
experimentnext

fruit alternatelyto try the

year.—

Advocate.

To dot Bid

A

Bats.

of

,

farm was fearfully infestedwith rats.

my

my whole crop

being destroyed by

fee

THE GRAY MEDICINE

them

after it

was boused; but having two acres
peppermint that grew in a

No.

it

my premises. I have
with them since, while

drove the rats from

my neighborshave

any quantity pf them.

convinced that any person

I felt

CO.,

and retail druggists.

them by gathering

who

is

good supply of

a

around the walls or
bams.”

mint and placing
base of their

A
A

it

FIRM!

largo assortmentof Woolen Blankets, Horse
Blankets.Gloves. Hosienr, and cords of
Bleached and UnbleachedCottons.

Women,

and Children.
large

use.

stable In connection

a livery

BOARD BY THE DAY OR WEEK.
Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc.
AccommodatiOLS, charges moderate.

Dellghtfol
28-1 v.

AJ

fcv

^

Fiv

CUKEi

variety of

HOOPSKIRTS, and
for

2ft

Hervousntss,

ConSUrrtpUB/U

Catarrh,

Asthma,"

m

ffro/Khititi,

^V^ON

r

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
Address J, p. Mountains ogdensburg,N. Y.

a Splendid

BY

SOLID

MEYER

H.

PALL

A

SLIPPERS, ETC.

Our 40 cent

TEA

almjjs on hand.

WINTER STOCK

OT

Office:

DEARMN STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

30,

- • •

IS!

DRY GOODS
Has just arrived at

to

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

G.

Take common

Teas,

sugars,

TONAL pastiuf

Soaps, etc., etc.

easily,

and with a small kerosene heater

for the irons,

Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
expert Judges. Fine Candles, Tobaccoi and
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pols, Hanging

and without the
fearful ache of tired feet and back.
done

is

ALL CHEAP

F OCR

CAKE.

nined in the trsatmeut of* large number of cue i under

WOMEN

Give ns a trial and yon will be pleased with
goods and Prices.

No trouble to Show Goods.
minutes at the end of each hour, sitting
BOOT & KRAMER
she has been working about the house,

if

she has been

Holland, Mich., June

21,

1879.

MARK THESE FACTS

There

is

a popular

brewery in Munich

called the Hofbrauhaus— Court Brewery

—in which noble and

plebeian mingle

freely, the best of lager, like the cold

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

hand

The undersignedannounces to

the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their

LEUC0RRHEA,

»

----

Fluor Albua
Or W
irerilent among Itnulee, i,

H

builiitTi

nnderrtoodbyphrtlclani.It* diiin upon the mtnnla
*0 exceMlve and debilitating,that our American women
are rapidly becoming a “race of inralidi.-*Incapable of
proflucing healthy off«prin*,or enjoying llfe'a plea ure*.
Prof Harrii' Vaginal Pa*tlile,anew departure In medicine.
A thoroughly common oenie treatment.Applieddirectly
to the i eat of the dioeate,and iUipeciflcInfluenceexerted
at once, producingan Immediateaoething and reiterative
effect. The epplicatlon of the remedy i* attended with Do
pain or unpleaiantneu,
and doee not Interfere
with the ordinary pureuit* and p'caiuretof life.Circular*are lent in
perfectlyplain envelop,-*,
lecurely waled from obwrvatinn,
and rentedv put up lnne*tplain boxeaol three me*, with
full direction* inilde.No. 1, (enoughto la*t a month,)
•B ; No- 2, enough to laat two month*) |8 :
3. lasting
three month*, and ample for cure, excepting in chronic
ca*es) |10. With each box we wnd a Female Ryrii.ce

Never despair— something that never falls—
No
Fever and Ague— To the sick It I* of littleconsequence
how
they
are
cured,
whether
from
a rational
tity of beer there imbibed
be judged
and lomeTonicPllli.aiauxIliariritothe
remedy.
view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
from the recent observations of a visitor, guidanceof the profession,so long as the cure Is
certain and expeditious.To a suffering man the
as recorded in a German newspaper.At queetlon on the relative merit* of quinine or calobeing a thoroughly practicaltreatlieonthis disease ,
thirty five minutes past 10 in the forenoon mel la uninteresting. The facultvmay wrangle and
discuss their various theories,bnt Dr. Holloway’s Prof. Harrii’ Vaginal Paitilleican be obtained only from
two fresh hogsheads were tapped. One treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof EscuCO.MrG.CHEMISTS.
lapius have finished the first stage. Holloway’s
of them was empty at forty-eight minutes
Market end 8th
8T. LOUIS.
Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy
and the other at fifty-oneminutes past 10. and radicalcure without danger of a relapse.
death, rendering

ot

all

equal. The quan-

(

may

of all Colors,

and Ginghams,

MAIDENS
CiLLID
Thlf di»e*ie, to

sewing steadily.A light rest taken so
helps wonderfullythrough the day.

MEAT MARKET All kinds Underwear,
Woolen Yarns,
—
THE —
Horse Blankets,
kinds,
FIRST WARD. Hosiery,Flannels
Notions, Calicoes

AND

she should vary her position for a few

if

,

<

trade.

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate4
Son's Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,
J.

Sts.

InpoRTAirrCaution.— None are genuine unless
This would be about 1,600 glasses sold in
the signature of J. Haydock, as agent for the
sixteen minutes— doubtless an exceptional Unltea States, surroundseach box of Pllla and
Ointment.Boxes at 8ft cents,AS cents and $1 each.
occurrence even there.

CSTThere is

considerable saving by taking th*’

larger sizes.

HOLLOWAY 4

Sugar beets have been cultivated with

CO..

New York.

success on the Eschol Brook farmatPikes-

Maryland, from seed brought from

Germany. The

beets yield twelve per

cent, of saccharine matter, and a

,A

CURE FOR ALL!

German

manufacturingfirm have offered to build

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT

VAN ZOEREN.

Holland. Julv14. 1878.

CARPENTER SAWS
ejfy. AedroM £ BOTH
ford. Pa.
#4“ We havo hundreds of
%ar

Machine who
36- tf.

if

a

guarantee is given that

Possessed of this REMEDY, every man may he
at least two thousand acres shall be plant- his own doctor. It may be rubbed Into the system
so as to reach any internal complaint;by these
ed yearly for their use. They will contract means It cures Sorca or Ulcere in the THROAT.
for the whole crop at $5 a ton. Good STOMACH. LIVER, SPINE, or other parts. It
is an Ir fallibleRemedy for
LE6s, BAD
land will produce thirty tons of beets per BREASTS, Contractedor Stiff Joints, GOUT,
RHEUMATISM,and all Skin Diseases.
acre, and the nroapectsare that the facImportant Caution.— None are genuineunices
tory will be In operationin time to use
the slgnatnre of J. Haydock,as agent for the
United State-, surroundseach box of Pllla and
next year’s
#
Ointment. Boxes at 3ft cents,08 cents and $1 each.
EffThere ia considerable saving by taking the
The cotton receipts of Atlanta, Ga., fell largeralzea.
A CO., New York.
off in 1878 about 12,000 bales from those
80-1 y.

BAD

crop.

HOLLOWAY

of 1817, aind this

year there will be a fur-

ther decline of some 2,000 bales. But

what

THE CURTIS TURBINE!
At m recent feet g-are
42*100 i»er cent*
A loll description,

Georgia is losing in cotton would seem to
be

made

up to her in rich minerals.

8ft

A

power, price, etc.. Is
[twen In an extra ef

single blast recently in the old Strickland

mine

three feet in width with the gold so thick
that it could be seen at

a distance of

"THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
Emistions, Nervousness. Aversion to Society,Confusion of
Idea*,PhysicalDecay, Dimntu of Sight,DefectiveMemory,
Low of besuil Tower, etc.,miking marriage improper or
anhippy, giving treatment,and a great many valnabk receipts
for the cur* of all privau diseases ; 224 pig**, over CO platoe,

FOR OWE

Pioneer Preu, of St.

states that there are

now

I

of

aHtotawtuss

chronic disease* and complicated
caaee. hypblHt, Uoa.rrhma. fllewt. Slrletar*,
OrehliU, all Crtaary TrwaUa*, BypklHUe or rrrariaI affectionsof the throat, akin or bone*,
treated with locceei,without using Mercury,
I by man andexpre**,
ot where possible,
invitij
persona^nsultatio^re^^M^BiilFHEEaml
i»:

Ogdaitargb M-7.

mills, of

from 2,500 to 8,000 barrels a day, another
2,000, another 1.000 to 1,200, and the others

from 500

to

800. In addition

to this, Gov.

Washburn is tearing out the inside of his
old “B” mill in order to put in improved
machinery, so that when completed it will
have

a capacity of

rels. It

is

tkm, that

worthy

it

BANKING.

building at the

Anthony, five large flouring
which one will probablymake

Falls of St.

from 1,500 to 2,000 barof note, in this

connec*

is bat a little while slice a

800

barrel mill was •oasidered a lirgeooc, sad
500 barrel anils were rare.

DOLLAR

excesses,which,

if

treated with unparalleled succesa on entirely new
principles, effecting cure* in <u many dayi a* required
weeks under old nauseatingand dangerouiremedies.
“Treatiseon Debility’’ and list of question*sent in
plain scaled envelopeon receipt of two 3e. stamps. Ko
Ere Keijuirm until satisfactorvresults are obtained. Address DIL CLEGG, 1M Ur**d 8tmt Kaat,Dftn.lt,Ueh.
cline,

86-tf.

iMIilli
(XL,

larfeatcwa,

fl«w

Jem/.

Come and

$3S0

A MONTH!

75

Best

pie fre*.

AGXHT3 WAOTIDI

8*llla;Artkl**la

U*W*rl4 1 asam-

AdJIt BRONSON, Detroit, Mich

YOUNG MAN ?r
College

Jonmal. Superior advantagesgiven.

SHmo.

1879.

FALL AND

:o:^

—

Etc,

New Goods.
Sl

Sons.

A IECTUEE
TO

‘YOTJJSra- iviEisr

Just Published.In a Sealed Envelope,price 6 cents.

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and
Radicalcure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhuta,induced by Sell Abuse, Involuntary Emissions, Impotency.Nervous Debility,and Impediments to Marriagegenerally; Consumption,Epiauthor of the “ Green Book,’’etc.

The world-renownedauthor. In this admirable
lectnre. clearly proves from bis own experience
that the awful consequences
of Bell-Abuse maybe
effectually
removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bongles,instruments, rings, or cordial*; ^Intlng out a mode of
cure at once certain and cflectual. by which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privatelyand radically.
fZrThis Lecture will prove a boon to thoueaml*
and thousands.
Sent, under real, in a plain envelope, to any adress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
dreaa.

stamps.
Address the Publishers,

41

nWELl
Abb

fit.,

19-lv

VESICAL C0„

WiwTork; Poet OfficeBox. 4686.

>jmsm

light

86-tf.

-

see our

Van Pntten

G.

TSE

86-tf.

-

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,

86-tf.

iffiassss-

:o:

FRESH SUPPLY OF

and pleasant,and such as

at. Those who arc wise who see this nouce win
•end ns their addresses at once and sec for them
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. N°w is in
time. Those already at work are laying up largo
sums of money. Address TRUE 4 CO., Acuata,

Maine. ^

WINTER. 1879.

GATES CURTIS,

ten

Paul, Minn. *

Manhoodend Womanhood,10 *

*<t«l*11 three of the
above deter bed book*,
nicelybound lu on. volume, containing «» page* and over
100 illustration*, and embracingeverything on the generata ve system that I* worth knowing. 111* combined volumeia
positively the most popular MedicalBook published.
The Author i* an rxperimerd physician
many
year* practice,(a* i* well known), and the advice given,
and rule*for treatment laid down, will be foOnd ot great
value to thoi* sufferingfrom impuritiesof the ivitero, early
errors,lost vigor, or any of tha numeroustrouble*coming
under the head of “Pr Iveta"or •‘Chronlo"disease*.—
Postage sump* taken In nayinant for any of the**hooka.

FOR SALE.

paces.

The

A

lh* following chapters:
competent
Wominhood,, Selectionof Wife,Esidwtc**
,of Virginity,Temperaments,
compatible
land incompatible,SterilityIn women,
can** and treatment,Adtke to Bride,
groom.Advice to Husbands, Adsie* to
Wive*, Prostitution, Its causes, CtlibeeymdMatrimony compared, Conjugal duties,Conception, Conlnement,
Leva and
tourtship.Impediments to Marriage In male and ftmtle. Selene*
of Reproduction, Slagle Life considered,Law of Marriage,
Law of Divorce,Legal rightsof msrriad women, etc., Including Dlaeaaea peculiarto Women, their cause* and treatment. A bonk for private and considarate
reading, of 820 pages,
with full l lal* Engrasingt,by mail,sealed, for 60 cent*.

Dress Goods.

the Tmrlut M.^arltr,
Send for a Copy.

Forsyth County exposed a vein

in

MILLION •vigor
_

A large, new aad compute Guide to
Wedlock, containing,
with nony other*,

Adri**."Uftnr* on

pur* Blood, Loes of Energy. ParImpotence,Distressing Night
Emissions,and many vital evila
I resulting
from Early Error and
neglected,end In premature de-

BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

-

A BBO., New Ox-

letters frn-n men using
say they would nut t-kc {j fur it.

MANLy'

A

Winter

Or any ether kind, you can file yournrlf with our
JYese Machine so that it will cut Better than
Brer, Tho tooth will all remain of e<)ua! nixe and
ahape. New# free on receipt of $2.50 to any
part of the UnileaHtatea. I llnstrateif
Circular" free.
OoodAaente tea n fed in every countyand

tial

on Byphllla,Gonorrhoea, Gleet, Btrlotnre, Varioocolo, ho., also on Spermatorrhoea, Sexual Debility, and
Impotenoy, from Self-abuteand Exmoom,canting Seminal

a mill for making sugar, and bring skill-

ed workman,

-

BOOKS

•

MO.

AND

+

HARRIS REMEDY

vllle,

COTTONS,
all

sitting or standing,

or getting into the fresh air

Bleached and unbleached

IJST

Baskets In great variety.

ironing without rising,

Whether work

Consisting of

of

which stands on the end of

the table and costs a dollar, can do a large

3m

mEAor
TUB

Laundry and

Evkry housekeepershould have a high

CO.,

or ALL KINDS OF

Western

line and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

respectfullyInvitethe attention of our citi
fSTSALT always on
m band
b^d at
at the lowest prices.
the stock of goods which we have opened
s of Dutch Woolen
Come and see our
one door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardwareatore,
Yarns, Table Oil-Cloths
Inghams and CallDeath to the Cabbage Worm.
and the prices for which we offer them.
We only want good farmer*, who have from 83fX)
coes in endless variety.
ot $0(X), or those who have money to build sawP. 4 A. 8TEKETEE.
elder leaves and boil
mills, shingle mills, stave mills, furniture factories,
tanneries,waggon factories,etc , and for such perthem, sprinkle the tea over the cabbage.
Coffees,
Spices,
RADICAL ClUtSs
WHITES sons extraordinary Inducements will be offered.
Two applications will effectually destroy
Call or write me as above.
Toilet,
84 —
C. W. MoLEAN.
the worms, and not injure the plants.

seat like an office chair, on a pivot to turn

Sc

Fmitsr!. Coins, Csfrisg Mines, Eic.
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.

RUBBER GOODS,

Kramer.

Qi/I

AND SHOES,

BOOTS

full

s£-

DEALERS IN

NORTH CAROLINA

cents.

Wc

sen*

’

with it.

A FULL LINE OF FANCY BASKETS.

A

k

This Restaurant Is known as the finest in the
State,la brand new, and fitted np after the most
Improved methoda of catering to the pnbltc.
tSf RegularMeals, 3S cents.
X. D. BILLINGS, Pbopbibtob.
AH kinds of Game and Fish, in season. Shell
Oysters and Clama,
The finest Dining Parlors In the city, for public
Since there is no stage line or boat line that
r
gives at a connectionwith tho city of Holland, we or private
call the attention of the public to the only reliable
OffOICE LIQUORS AND CIOARS.
route to and from Sangatuck, viz: The beautiful
little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day
Call
and see for yourself.
from Sangatuckto Richmond, connecting with the
Chicagoand West Michigan railroad— the nearest
87-Jimo.
C. L. MORAN, Propr’.
railroad station.

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
for Fall and Winter.

New Stock! New Store!

Boot

RAPIDS.

FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.

All Kinds of Underwear for Ken,

A

troubled with these pests could easily get
rid of

Also, A

CORSET

NEW

GRAND

and Winter Shawls

Fall

10

filed of

wheat, cut and bound with the wheat,

& A. Steketce

Meehanlca'Block, Detroit,Mich.
Sold In Holland and elsewhere by all whole
sale

POST,

St.

The Saugatuck House.

i

They

of wild

not been troubled

,

Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity or Consumption, and a PrematureOrate.
ty Full particularsin our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
er

were so numerous that I had great fears
of

J. C.

35 Ionia

No.

Consists of a complete assortment of

b « .
_
MOTTikbgor^,™.^
Tatog,
t,

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

F.

MORAN’S,

000, 000, (XX)

tSFThe Hotel has

READ! READ! READ!

UfThe

farmer says: "Four years ago

ALUM

THE STATE.

IN

Agent for Ottawa County, Mich

or other
adulteration found in this Powder.

from which

RESTAURANT

acres of land for sale by the Atchl
son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in
Honthern Kansas,— the garden of the continent.
For information in regard to these lands; and how
to reach them call on or address
9,

Tartar.

laopnanodefl by the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Board of Health, and by the Ont
chemists In the United States.

experimafrt is that this year he is well re-

warded

KANSAS.

MaiefiiBiiei Grape CreiBf

son resolved to pick off the

his

I am on hand this fall with all kinds 01 School
Books, Paper, Stationery,etc., at tho lowest prices
ot the market
H. D. POST.

POWDER

fruit every alternate year for ten

years. Last year they were both covered

with

CONDENSED

BAKING

succeededin having apples every year by

THE FINEST

Books and Stationery.

I

jitdifii penis
BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN.

/YNE-ACRE LOT, on Land

th^f office L,

L‘

8TR0NQ’ f*llmore, Mich.,

Fanning Lands for

or at

Sale.

Does a general Banking,Exchange, and Collection hodnesa. Collections made on all points In
ISO acres in Olive. Beat land in the town.
the United States dnd Europe, Particular attention paid to tho collectionsof Banka aad Bankers.
40 acres in Olive. Very good land and well
Remittances made ea the day ef payment. All situated.
business Intrusted to me shall have prompt atten80 acres near VentaraPoatofflceia Holland.
tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town
to a keck at sight. Foreign exchangebought and
•old. Tickets te and from all points 1» laropi ship, a large part elcmred. First rate frill laid'
sold at my otlee.
H. D. POST, . *
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Mich.

9-ly

A5&

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

atreet, frontln

weal, between 11th and l*th streets,wltL
house, main part 16x»l feet, 14 feet high, and a
kitchenof 18x10. Mr. C. D. Strong occupies the
premises at present, whore those wishing to purchase may apply for inspection.These premiacs
will be sold cheap; email payment down, the balance on time. And will he found on the map aa
the eonth H ot the we»t Jd of lot 0 In block A.

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars, Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforated Paper, in all colors,

And

a full line of

SILK A2sm
L.

k

S.

TAN

eighth: street

CiR/AZPE.

DM

BERGE,

HOLLATsTE,

MICK

